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II
DEVELOPMENT OF PARALLEL ARCHITECTURES FOR SENSOR ARRAY

PROCESSING

The high resolution direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation is important in many sensor

systems. It is based on the processing of the received signal and extracting the desired parameters of

the DOA of plane waves. Many approaches have been used for the purpose of implementing the

function required for the DOA estimation [ 1-7]. The Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) [ 1] and

the Estimation of Signal Parameters by Rotational Invariance techniques (ESPRIT) [2] algorithms

are two novel approaches used recently to provide asymptotically unbiased and efficient estimates of

the DOA. They are believed to be promising and appropriate for hardware implementation for real

time applications. They estimate the so called signal subspace from the array measurements. The

parameters of interest (i.e. determining of the DOA) are then estimated from the intersection between

the array manifold and the estimated subspace.

Although MUSIC is a high resolution algorithm, it has several drawbacks including the fact

that complete knowledge of the array manifold is required, and that is computationally very expensive

as it requires a lot of computations to find the intersection between the array manifold and the signal

subspace. The drawback of high computational requirements can be overcome with the use of highly

parallel systems which will perform computation in real time.

Design of special purpose hardware for the implementation of various real time

algorithms is possible due to advances in VLSI technology. The customized hardware has two

main advantages as listed below:

1) The given algorithm is executed at a high speed.

2) Cost and size of the hardware will be lower than the cost of a general purpose computer.
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Pipeline, parallel and distributed processing approaches can be exploited to achieve high

throughput rates. In order to develop a real time parallel architecture for a given algorithm,

following steps need to be performed. I

1. An algorithm should be first converted into a computationally efficient algorithm.

2. The selected algorithm is divided into parallel modules.

3. If a particular module of the algorithm can not be executed in parallel due to data dependency it

should be pipelined. I
4. After parallelizing the algorithm, it should be mapped on a suitable architecture.

There are many architectures such as systolic arrays, Single Instructions Multiple Data 3
(SIMD) systems and Multiple Instructions Multiple Data (MIMD) systems which can be used for

parallel implementation [8-11]. There are cordic processors available in the literature which can 3
also be exploited. An appropriate structure which can exploit maximum parallelization to reduce

the computation time will be selected for real time implementation for the particular application.

I
This approach of designing special purpose hardware has been applied to the high

resolution direction -of-arrival (DOA) estimation for narrowband and wideband cases. The DOA 3
estimation algorithms are based on the processing of the received signal and extracting the desired

parameters of the DOA of plane waves. Many approaches have been used for the purpose of I
implementing the function required for the DOA estimation and are available in the literature [1- 3
7]. After combing the literature thoroughly, MUSIC algorithm was selected to develop special

purpose hardware for real time computation. Summary of the MUSIC algorithm is as follows: I

I
I
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1) Estimate the data covariance matrix.

2) Perform the eigendecomposition.

3) Estimate the number of sources.

4) Evaluate Power function.

5) Find the d largest peaks of power to obtain estimates of the parameters.

I First of all MUSIC algorithm has been modified with efficient computational modules. The

algorithm has been parallelized. Four modules are implemented using pipeline and parallel

processing schemes. First module will compute the covariance matrix. The second and third

modules will compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors which will be used by the fourth module. This

module computes the power function giving the desired DOA.

The sampled data obtained from the sensors is used to obtain the data covariance matrix.

Since the covariance matrix is Hermetian, the computation of lower triangular matrix of covariance

matrix is sufficient to get complete information of the full matrix. It is well known that the symmetric

eigendecomposition problem is one of the fundamental problems in signal processing as it arises in

I many applications such as DOAs estimation and spectral estimation. Most methods reduce the

1 problem to the generalized eigendecomposition problem by computing the data covariance matrix.

Householders method is a technique used for reducing the bandwidth of the data covariance matrix

I by transforming it to a tridiagonal one under congruent transformations without affecting the values

of the eigenvalues [ 12].I
In order to transform the m x m data covariance, matrix to a tridiagonal matrix, m-2

Householder transformations are performed. Each transformation is determined to eliminate a

I whole row and column above and below the subdiagonals without disturbing any previously

zeroed rows and columns. QR method is used to convert the tridiagonal matrix to a diagonal

I matrix which gives the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The Eigenvalues are used to find the
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number of sources and finally using the eigenvectors in Power method we find the angle of arrival.

Details for developing hardware for the MUSIC Algorithm are given in [13-14]. The Hardware

block diagram for ESPRIT algorithm is given in [13-14]. It is similar to the MUSIC algorithm 3
but instead of power method of MUSIC some more computations are performed to evaluate the

angle of arrival in case of ESPRIT. i

For the wideband case, there are many algorithms which are available in the literature. 3
Some of them are extensions of the narrowband cases and others are developed for wideband

cases. After reviewing the current literature two wideband approaches namely Broad-Band i
Signal-Subspace Spatial-Spectrum (BASS-ALE) Estimation algorithm [6] proposed by Buckley i
& Griffiths and bilinear transformation algorithm [7] proposed by Shaw & Kumaresan have been

selected for hardware implementation. These algorithms were simplified, pipelined and i

parallelized. The BASS-ALE algorithm, its modifications, hardware implementation and

generalized algorithms both for narrowband and wideband have been described in Volume 2 of U
this report. The bilinear transformation algorithm, its modifications, hardware implementation

and VLSI implementation of generalized covariance processor have been described in Volume 3

of this report. 3
The goal of this work was to design an architecture which will be suitable both for I

narrowband and wideband cases. It has been discovered that the narrowband MUSIC algorithm

and the wideband algorithms BASS-ALE and bilinear transformation requires similar

computational modules such as the computation of the covariance matrix, eigenvalues and 3
eigenvector computation using the Householder transformation and QR method and power

method [13-14]. Since the required modules are identical, they have been generalized into one i
algorithm and generalized hardware is developed. The generalized hardware will be suitable for

both applications.
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In these DOA applications first the data has to be collected by the sensors to compute the

covariance matrix. In this study eight sensors and eight delay elements have been assumed and

hardware is designed accordingly. Eight sensors in the narrowband case will result in a 8*8

covariance matrix. Therefore all computations for DOA estimation will require manipulation of

8*8 matrices. If eight PEs are used in the architecture it would be easier to map the algorithm on

these eight PEs. Therefore four modules each using eight PEs can be utilized for this purpose

They will operate in parallel and pipeline fashion.

For the case of the wideband, the BASS-ALE algorithm also requires eight delays in the

sensor array. Using eight sensors and eight delays will result in a data vector of size 64. Therefor

the computation of the covariance matrix will involve 64*64 matrix. Moreover the Householder

transformation, QR method and power method will all operate on 64*64 matrices. It is desired to

use eight PEs in each module as that will be sufficient and will also satisfy the real time

requirement. Use of 64 PEs will simply result in an efficient use of the PEs. Use of eight PEs in

the manipulation of 64*64 matrices will require proper mapping of the algorithms on these arrays.

It is proposed that the covariance matrix computation, Householder transformation, QR method

and power method all use modules with eight PEs. Architectures of various modules are

described in detail in previous semi annual reports, and Volumes 2 and 3 of this report.
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WORK PERFORMED I

1. A literature survey has been performed and investigated for various algorithms I
available for narrow band and wide band cases.

2. In the area of narrow band, MUSIC and ESPRIT algorithms were selected and further 3
studied. These algorithm were converted into computationally efficient algorithms and

subsequently parallelized. Three different architectures namely Systolic architecture, Cordic

processors and SIMD were considered as reported in [13]. 3

3. These algorithms required eigenvalues decomposition. Householder transformation was

used to convert covariance matrix into tridiagonal matrix. The QR method wab used to finally

obtain eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The detailed parallel architecture has been developed for I

parallelized Householder transformations and QR method and has been reported in [ 13-14]. 3
4. An architecture for a generalized processing element suitable for sensor array 3

processing elements has been developed. Its custom instruction set has been developed and is

given in Volume 2. 3I
5. Single instruction multiple data (SIMD) type of architecture lend themselves for the

implementation of narrow band DOA estimation. The computation of covariance matrix, 3
Householders transformation and QR method can be easily computed using SIMD machine. The

work on SIMD machine has been performed and is given in Volume 2. 1
6. In the case of wideband DOA estimations, various algorithms available in the literature

were studied. It was found that wideband DOA estimation is more computationally intensive than 3
narrow band case. An algorithm proposed by Shaw has been selected for further study. This

I



algorithm again has been modified and substituted with computationally efficient operations An

architecture for the computation of this algorithm is developed and is described in Volume 3

7. DOA estimation for wide band sources using "Broad-Band Signal- Subspace Spatial

Spectral (BASS-ALE) estimation algorithm has been studied, simplified, parallelized and its

architecture has also been developed and is reported in Volume 2.

8. To verify the validity of this work, following simulation programs are written.

(a) Data generation of narrowband and wideband sources for eight sensor arrays has been

computed.

(b) Simulation of MUSIC algorithm and DOA estimation is completed.

(c) Simulation of BASS-ALE algorithm for wideband sources is almost complete.

(d) Simulation of DOA estimation using bilinear transformation approach.

(e) Simulation program to study quantization effects.

9. A simulation has been performed at architecture level using VHDL software to check

computational complexity of the combined covariance matrix processor. Logical level and circuit

level design was done using Viewlogic's computer aided design (CAD) tool Powerview. This

circuit level design was used to layout a Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) chip for combined

covariance matrix processor using Mentor Graphics GDT tools.

10. As the entire architecture cannot be accommodated on a single chip, multiple

modules are used. This involved study of inter-chip communication, 1/O bus architecture for

each chip, bus arbitrator etc.
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l . A single Generalized Processor (GP) has been developed which minimizes cost and

design time It uses micro coded architecture and has specialized logarithm unit The details of

this generalized processor are given in Volume 2.

12. A study has been performed to estimate real time requirements for the computations n

of DOA. Based on this study, real time architectures for the computation of narrowband MUSIC 3
and two wideband algorithm architectures have been developed. They all use parallel modules and

each module will have eight processing elements. This arrangement will meet real time 3
computation requirement for estimating upto seven sources in sonar environment

13. Parallel architecture for BASS-ALE algorithm for wide band sources has been

developed and is given in Volume 2. I
14. Parallel architecture for bilinear transformation algorithm for wide band sources, has

also been designed and is given in Volume 3. 1
15. Copies of various papers that resulted from this work and presented at various

conferences are given in the appendix. 3
I
U
U

I
I
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A Parallel Architecture for MUSIC Algorithm

R. B. Sheelvant, M.M. Jwnali, A. H. Djouadi, S.C. Kwatra
Department of Electricl Engineering

T;e University of Toledo
Toledo, OH 43606
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techniques (ESPRIT) algorithms are
ABSTRACT widely studied and provide

asymptotically unbiased and efficient
estimates of the DOA (1-2]. They

The high resolution direction- of- estimate the so called signal subspace
arrival(DOA) estimation is important in from the array measurements. The
many sensor systems like radar, sonar parameters of interest (i.e. determining of
and seismic exploration. Multiple signal the DOA) are then estimated from the
Classification algorithm for DOA intersection between the array manifold
estimation has been studied to develop a and the estimated subspace.
parallel architecture for its real time
implementation. The algorithm has been An important aspect of the design of a
substituted with efficient arithmetic signal processing system for the DOA is
modules, converted into parallel the computation of the spectral
algorithm and finally a parallel decomposition. In recent years, the
"architecture has been developed, search for useful algorithms and their

associated architecture using special
I. INTRODUCTION purpose processors has been a challenging

task (7]. Such high performance
The high resolution direction-of-arrival processors are often required to be used
(DOA) estimation is important in many in real time application; thus, it is felt
sensor systems. It is based on the that they should rely on efficient
processing of the received signal and implementation of the algorithms by
extracting the desired parameters of the exploiting pipeline and parallel processing
DOA of plane waves. Many approaches to achieve a high throughput rate. With
have been used for the purpose of the advances in the area of VLSI it is
implementing the function required for now possible to design special purpose
the DOA estimation and are available in hardware for the implementation of
the literature mainly in the various various real time algorithms. The
conference proceedings of acoustic customized hardware has two main
speech and signal processing and IEEE advantages as listed below.
Transaction of signal processing (1-6]. 1) The given algorithm is executed at a
The Multiple Signal Classification high speed.
(MUSIC) and the Estimation of Signal
Parameters by Rotational Invariance 2) Cost and size of the hardware will be

lower than the cost of a general purpose
computer.

This research is partly
supported by ONR Grant # These advantages have led
N00014-91-J-1011 many researchers to probe into the
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possibility of designing special purpose steering vectors closest to the signal
hardware. The development of special subspace will be chosen instead (3].In (I-
purpose hardware will need to exploit 3], it is shown that one set of d
pipeline, parallel and distributed independent vectors that span the signal
processing approaches to achieve high subspace is given by the d eigenvectors
throughput rates. There are many corresponding to the d largest eigenvalues
architectures such as systolic array, of the data covariance matrix. The data
SIMD Cordic Processors and MIMD covariance matrix is assumed to be
which can be used for parallel positive definite and Hermetian.
implementation [7]. An appropriate
structure which can exploit maximum Thus the eigenvalues of the data
parallelization to reduce the computation covariance matrix are the d largest
time will be selected for real time eigenvalues of the spatial covariance I
implementation for the particular matrix augmented by noise. Also the
application. (m-d) smallest eigenvalues are all equal

to noise. U
Although MUSIC is a high resolution

algorithm, it has several drawbacks Thus first d eigen vectors span the
including the fact that complete same subspace as spanned by the column
knowledge of the array manifold is vectors of direction matrix. In most
required, and that is computationaly very situations, the covariance matrices are not
expensive as it requires a lot of known exactly but need to be estimated.
computations to find the intersection Therefore, one can expect that there is no
between the array manifold and the signal intersection between the array manifold
subspace. This drawback can be and the signal subspace. However,
overcome by using high speed parallel elements of the array manifold closest to I
architecture for the computation of DOA. the signal subspace should be considered
In the following sections first of all as potential solution. After determining
MUSIC algorithin is briefly described the number of sources (4], Schmith (1]
followed by its parallelization and proposed an appropriate function as one 3
development of its paralle! architecture. possible measure of closeness of an

element of the array manifold to the
H. MUSIC ALGORITHM signal subspace. The dominant d peaks I

are the desired estimates of the directions
It is assumed that there are m sensors of arrival.

and d narrowband sources. In the
discussion of this algorithm an array of For the particular case where the array
eight sensors (m=8) is further assumed. consists of m sensors uniformly spaced,
The data vector x(t) is a linear and if the reference point is takena the
combination of the d steering column first element of the array, Power is
vectors of the direction matrix and is obtained by first calculating the DFT of
therefore constrained to the d-dimensional the vectors spanning the null space of
subspace of Cm termed the signal eigenvectors. Angles which corresponds U
subspace, that is spanned by the ý to peaks of the power function will be
columns vectors of the direction matrix, the the angle of arrivals. Summary of the
In this case the signal subspace intersects MUSIC algorithm is as follows:
the array manifold at the d steering I
vectors. 1) Estimate the data covariance matrix R.

2) Perform the eigendecomposition of R.
However, when the data is 3) Estimate the number of sources.

corrupted by noise, the signal subspace 4) Evaluate Power function.
has to be estimated and consequently it is 5) Find the d largest peaks. of Power to
expected that the signal subspace will not obtain estimates of the parameters.
intersect the array manifold, so the

2



I
A. Parallelizing the MUSIC As seen in this figure, the data collected
Algorithm from the sensors is utilized to form the

covariance matrix. The
In order to develop a real time eigendecomposition is performed using

parallel architecture for a. given Householders transformation and QR
algorithm following steps need to be method. The eigenvalues are used to find
performed. An algorithm should be the number of sources and finally using
first converted into a computationally the eigenvectors in Power method to find
efficient algorithm. In comparing the the angle of arrival.

i various methods for solving the
eigendecomposition problem, there are Various papers pertaining to
numerous factors that one must consider. parallelization of Householders and QR
Perhaps, the primary factor is that of the algorithms were reviewed. C.F.T. Tang
relative efficiency of the method under et al (6] and K.J.R. Liu (8] proposed
consideration. One criterion commonly architecture for complex Householder
used in the eigendecomposition problem transformations for triangularization ofI for determining the efficiency of a the matrix. In their architecture they
particular method is the time required to used single column with the number of
solve this problem, and hence one might processors equal to the number of
rely on special purpose hardware and columns of the matrix. Each processor
exploit pipeline and parallel processing to performs operation on each column.
achieve high throughput rates. After each iteration the values of each

column are fed back to the same
The algorithm is divided into processors. But their architecture is

parallel modules. If a particular proposed to perform triangularization of
module of the algorithm can not be the given matrix whereas we are
executed in parallel due to data interested in tridiagonalization of the
dependency it should be pipelined. covariance matrix.
Degree of parallelizing will also
depend on the throughput rate of the QR method for the tridiagonal matrix
system and available time for the is also implemented by W. Phillips (9].
computation. Using these guidelines In his architecture, rectangular systolic
MUSIC algorithm is implemented. array is used in which each processor

performs single iteration. When the first
It is clear from the above discussion iteration is performed on the m th row by

that the implementation of the MUSIC the k th processor, the second iteration is
algorithms requires formation of data performed on the (m-I) th row by the
covariance matrix and the computation of (k-I) th processor and so on. But the
the eigenvalues. As explained earlier QR disadvantage in this approach is that the
algorithm is very promising for the number of processors is dependent on the
computation of the eigenvalues and the number of iterations, i.e., if 5 iterations
eigenvectors. Since QR algorithm when are required then 5 processors are
applied to a dense matrix in this case required. But the exact number of
covariance matrix is very time iterations is not known which leads to the
consuming. One approach to alleviate this uncertainty of the required number of
problem is first utilize the well known processors.
Householder transformation to convert
dense matrix into a tridiagonal matrix. K.J.R.Liu [10] has proposed another
Then QR algorithm can be applied to kind of approach in which a systolic array
convert tridiagonal matrix into a diagonal arranged in a matrix form is used. The
matrix giving eigenvalues. number of processors is equal to the

number of elements of the matrix. During
The hardware block diagram for the first step, the matrix Q is found. Then

MUSIC Algorithm is shown in Figure 1. new values of matrix A are then

3



calculated using Q. Convergence for all to the product obtained during the next
the elements of the matrix other than the data cycle. Once the operations of
diagonal elements is checked. If all the multiplication and addition for all the
elements of the matrix other than the sampled data in all the processors is
diagonal elements are not equal to zero performed, the stored data in each
then the same systolic array is used* for processor is then divided by the number
the next iteration. These iterative of samples in all the processors in
computations are used until all the parallel. The resulting output are used to
elements of the matrix except the form the data covariance matrix.
diagonal elements converge to zero. The
obvious advantage is that the same set of B. Householder Method
processors can be used for all the
iterations. But the drawback is that this
architecture is proposed for the evaluation Householders method is a
of eigenvalues on the dense matrix, technique used for reducing the

bandwidth of the data covariance matrix
MR. ARCHITECTURE by transforming it to a tridiagonal one

under congruent transformations without
A. Data Covariance Matrix affecting the values of the eigenvalues

Once the data has been collected by
the sensors the data covariance matrix can In order to transform the m*m data
be computed. The sampled data obtained covariance matrix to a tridiagonal
from the sensors is used to obtain the data matrix, T, m-2 Householder's
covariance matrix. Since the covariance transformations are determined. Each
matrix is Hermetian, the computation of transformation is determined to eliminate
lower triangular matrix of covariance a whole row and column above and
matrix is sufficient to get complete below the subdiagonals without disturbing
information of the full matrix, any previously zeroed rows and columns.

The Householder transformation
The parallel computation of the data algorithm has been parallelized and -

covariance matrix is performed using details of the derivation of this algorithm
systolic architecture. Since there are 36 can be found in [11]. A flowchart of this
elements in the lower triangular 8*8 parallel algorithm is given in Figure 3. I
matrix, systolic architecture will have 36
processors. Here a triangular As shown in Figure 3, the
arrangement of the systolic array with determination of all the d's and the new
global routing is considered as shown in elements of the columns of the matrix can
Figure 2. Each processor is numbered as be computed in parallel. Thus this
Pmn where m is the row number and n is algorithm can be mapped on a hardware
the column number. The sampled data architecture with the number of
from the ith sensor is sent to the ith row processors equal to m+l, where m is the
and the ith column simultaneously. For order of the matrix. The architecture is
example the sampled data from the 3rd as shown in Figure 4. The columns of the
sensor is sent to all the processors in the matrix are sent to each processor in a
third row and the third column. Each pipelined fashion in reverse order such
processor performs multiplication and that the last element of each column
addition of two sampled data in parallel becomes the first element. The Processor
in all the processors for every clock cycle PEl is used to find the w and c required

Since there are 36 processors, 36 by other processors to find the d.
multiplications and 36 additions are Processors PE2, PE3... PE8 are used to--
performed simultaneously. Each find d using the value of w and c found
processor has a memory to store the in the first processor. At the same time
product of multiplication which is added the first processor is used for the I

4



evaluation of b. The first element of the orthogonal matrices in the QR algorithm
first column and b are the output of the are the product of mr-I rotations in the
first iteration which are used as input for (i,i+ 1) planes respectively. Each
evaluation of eigenvalues using QR rotation is defined as a matrix which is
method. All the d's are evaluated in an identity matrix except for the entries
parallel and are sent to the processor (i,i), (i,i+I), (i+l,i), and (i+l, i*+I)
PE9. The processor PE9 is exclusively which together form a 202 matrix. Each
used for the determination of v using d subdiagonal element can be eliminated by
and w. The v are then routed back to all a plane rotation.
the processors. The processors PE2,
PE3... PES use w, d and v to find the After parallelizing this algorithm
new values of the elements of the whose details are given in [9,11], a
columns in parallel. The counter is used parallel architecture has been developed.
to set the number of iterations to m-2. The architecture uses m+ l processors
For m-2 times, the intermediate results where 'i' is the number of rows or
are used in feedback loop and the same columns of the tridiagonal matrix.
set of processors are used repeatedly. The Architecture for 8*8 matrix is shown in
feedback loop has a FIFO memory to Figure 5. Two kinds of processors are
temporally store all the elements of the used. The processor PEL is used to
column until operations on previous compute the eigenvalues and the other
iteration are completed. For the first eight processors are used to find the
iteration, operations on 8*8 matrix are eigenvectors of the tridiagonal matrix.
performed hence all the processors are The diagonal and subdiagonal elements of
utilized. For the second iteration, the tridiagonal from the Householder's
operation on 7*7 matrix are performed. transformation is pipelined into the
Now the first column of the matrix is processor PEI which performs the first
already compqted; therefore new iteration. The new values of rotation are
elements of the second column from PE2 computed and are sent in pipelined
are fed back to PE. Thus for the second fashion to all processors in that column.
iteration, PE2 does not have any column These processors PEt1, PE21 .... PE81
to work on and is thus disabled. All other find the eigenvector of the tridiagonal
processors perform same operation as in matrix. The processor PEl also performs
the first iteration, but the elements of the test for convergence. If the sum of
each column are reduced by one element, squares of the subdiagonal elements is not
Thus for every new iteration the columns nearly equal to zero, PEI performs the
and the elements of the columns keeps on next iteration to find the eigenvalue. This
reducing. process is repeated until matrix converges

to a diagonal matrix. Thus the diagonal
C. QR Method elements are the eigenvalues and the

every other processor gives the rows of
the eigenvector.

Given the tridiagonal matrix T and
matrix U which are obtained from D. DOA Estimation
Householders transformation, the QR
algorithm may be used to compute Once the eigenvectors have been
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. This is computed, the values of the eigenvectors
achieved by producing a sequence of are utilized to calculate the power
transformations based on orthogonal method. The details of this algorithm can
matrices. After k iterations T will be be found in [1,11]. The evaluation of
approximately a diagonal matrix whose power method first requires squaring of
diagonal elements approximate the the product of rowvector of the array
eigenvalues of the original matrix, and manifold and the eigenvector matrix. The
the appropriate eigenvectors are given by process of computing the product is
the columns of the U matrix. The repeated for different arrival angles and
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I

they are squared. The squared values are
accumulated for all the values in the array 4.T. 1. Shan and A. Paulraj,"On
manifold. The hardware design to smoothed rank profile tests in I
compute the power function or method is eigenstructure approach to direction-of-
shown in Figure 6. It consists of a set of arrival estimation," ICASSP 1986, PP
8 processors. Each processor finds the 1905-1908.
product of rowvector and the column of
eignevectors matrix in parallel. The 5.C.Y.Chen and J. A. Abraham,*Fault-
product obtained is then summed using tolerant systems for computations of
adders. This sum is squared and added. eigenvalues and singular value" SPIE I
The power function is thus calculated for Vol. 696, Advance Algorithm and
different values of the array manifold. architecture for signal processing, pp
This computed value is different for 228-237, 1986. I
different angle. The angles
corresponding to d minimum values 6. C.F.T. Tang, K.J.R. Liu, S.A.
(sharp valleys or peaks if the function is Tretter,0On systolic array for recursive
inversed) are the angles of arrival, complex Householder transformations U

with applications to array processing,"
rV. CONCLUSIONS ICASSP 1991, PP 1033-1036.

First of all MUSIC algorithm has been 7. S.Y. Kung,"VLSI Signal Processors,"
modified with efficient computational Prentice Hall 1987.
modules. The algorithm has been
parallelized. Four modules are 8.K.J.R. Liu, S.F. Heieh, K. Yao,"Two
implemented using pipeline and parallel level pipelined implementation of systolic
processing schemes. The architecture is block Householder transformation,"
developed assuming eight sensors and is ICASSP 1990, PP. 1631-1634.
capable of computing DOA in real time.
The architecture is scalable and can 9. W. Phillips and W.
incorporate any number of sensors. Real Robertson,*Systolic architecture for I
time requirement should be considered at symmetric tridiagonal eigenvalue
the time of scaling. The architecture problem," IEE International Conference
utilizes identical processing elements and on systolic arrays, PP. 145-150, 1988.
efforts are directed to develop generelized I
processing element. 10. K.J.R. Liu, K. Yao,"Multiphase

systolic architecture for spectral
V. REFERENCES: decomposition," 1990 International U

conference on parallel processing, PP I-
1. R.O. Schmith,*Multiple emitter 123-1-126.
location and signal parameter
estimation," IEEE Trans. on Antennas I1.M. M. Jamali, S.C.
and Propagation, Vol AP-34, No.3,PP. Kwatra, 'Development of parallel
276-280, Mar. 1986. architectures for sensor array processing

algorithms."Report No. DSPH-2, 5
2. R. Roy and T. Kailath,*ESPRIT- University of Toledo, 1992.
Estimation of signal parameters via
rotational invariance techniques," MEE
Trans. Acoustic,Speech and Signal
Processing, Vol. 37, No. 7, PP 984-995,
July 1989.

3. D. Spielman, A. Paulraj,*Performance
analysis of the MUSIC algorithm," in
ICASSP 1986., PP. 1909-1912.
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A PARALLEL OR ALGORITHM FOR THE SYMMETRICAL

TRIDIAGONAL EIGENVALUE PROBLEM

A. Djouadi, M. M. Jamali, S. C. Kwatra
Department of Electrical Engineering

University of Toledo

ABSTRACT iterations may yield to Inferior results such as in
MUSIC and ESPRIT algorithms, where an accurate

In this paper, we propose a parallellpipelined computation of the cigenvaluas and eigenvectors will
algorithm and its architecture to solve the symmetrc also determine the accuracy of the direction of arrival
eigenvalue problem. This algorithm is based on (DOA's) o6v . Also, out drawback of the OR
Given's ~mtaions, and it is -a iated with the inital! algorithm is that when applied to a dense matrix, it
reduction of the dense matrix to a tridiagonal one may bevery time-consuming and may pose difficulties
using Householder's transformations. The for parallel implementation due to communication
performance of this algorithm is described and and timing among different modules of the systolic
compared to the performance of the sequential one. It array (1]. Hence, it is generally not feasible to carry
can be shown that the cost of the eigendecomposition out the OR transformations on a dense matrix.
falls from 0(mxn) to 0(m+n) , where m and n Instead, if the dense is first reduced to a tridiagonal
denote the matrix order and the number of iteratons matrix T, using Householder's transformations, the

U respectively. This algorithm is mapped on m cost of the eigendecomposition falls substantially
processors to compute the eigenvalues and from O(m 3) to 0(m) (2], where m denotes the matrix
eigenvectors simultaneously. order. Furthermore, in [4] a sequential algorithm was
INTRODUCTION proposed for solving the symmetric tridiagonal

Nigenvalue problem. Although this algorithm reduces
n ithe processing time at some extent by avoiding theAn important aspect of the design of many modern computation of the product RQ in the QR algorithm

signal processing systems is the computation of the

spectral decomposition. In recent years, the search for [2] at every iteration, and also the storage of the

Suseful algorithms and their associated architecture matrix R, but still every iteration in the algorithm
using t ask. Suchish procrasce en a requires m steps. For n Iterations mxn steps arechaengspecial purpose processors has been required to perform the eigendecomposition of the
challenging processors tridiagonal maix.
are often required to be used in real time application;
thus, it is felt that they should rely on efficient In this paper, we present a parailel/pipelined
implementation of the algorithms by exploiting algorithm for the tridiagonal symmetrical
pipelining and parallel processing to achieve high eigendecomposition problem. This algorithm is
throughput rate. The OR algorithm is one of the capable ofneraping theeigenvamuesand eigsnvectors

most promising suitable for the spectral simultaneously by pipelining the successivedecomposition problem due to its stability, iterationsreadily.

convergence rate properties, and suitability for VLSI
implementation (1]. A useful property of the OR THE SYMMETRIC "IGENDECOMPOSITION
transformations is that shifts can be used to increase PROBLEM3 the rate of convergence to locam the eigenvalues (2],
(3]. This may be very useful for some systems It is well known that the symmetric

. applications where the computations of the eigendecomposition of the data covariance matrix is
eigenvalues are sufficient, such as matrix rank one of the most fundamental problem in signal
determination and system identification [1]. However, processing as it arises in many applications such as
in other applications, (e.g., direction of arrival DOA's estimation and spectral estimation.
estimation, spectral estimation, and antenna Householders method is a technique used for reducing
beamformation), the computation of both the the bandwidth of the data covariance matrix by
eigenvectors and eigenvaluas is crucial (1], and one transforming it to a tgdlaonal one under congruent
might use the OR algorithm without shifts to obtain trmma rmations without affecting the values of the
these parameters in pa•llel. In such case, this cigenvalues, and thus reducing submncially the cost
algorithm may require a sufficiently large number of of the eigandecomposition (21, (5]. In order to
iterations to converge. Keeping a low number of trnform the mam dam covarlance matrix Rxx to a

tridiagonal on, (m-2) Howehlder' s transformationsT•d research is 'pantly supported by IVAVY paw~t am datermiaed such bat

N00014.91-1-1011 Presented at Asilomar Conference onSignals. Systems & Computers
591 October 26-28, 1992 Pacific Grove, CA
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Q H R1
NH RIX N =T (1) (Ia

where
N aNl.N2 ...N,.Z (2) F 1 exp(.jO)[ t1  1()

Each transformation is determined to eliminate a -Ixp(je) 1 t2 "
whole row and column above and below the 21
subdiagonals without disturbing any previously
zeroed rows and columns. Given the tridiagonal The (2,1) entry in this product should be equal to

matrix T and the Householder's transformation matrix
N, the OR algorithm may be used to compute the I
eigenvalues and the eigenvectors simultaneously. -I11 cxp (06) + t2 1 - 0 (12)
This is achieved by producing a sequence of exp (6) tl AIt - r expaj) (13)
transformations based on orthogonal matrices and
illustrated by the following algorithm. where r- It2l t11 A , and *= arg(t2l)- arg (til)

To have a unitary matrix, the matrix QH(1,1)
TI T (0) is chosen as
U1 =NH (4)
begin 1 r exp(-i*)
for i=1, n V T 7 -rI (14)

R Q IT 1  (5) -r exp(ij4) 1
1 V7 ý +r V +

T 1+I : Ri Q1  (6) "1

U1 1 0 U (7) For a Hermetian tidiagonal matrix, we have

endfor 1 I tl (15)
:=T+ 1  () V 77 sqrt(t1 1  +i2tl'6)

XUn+1 (9)
and

After k iterations T will be approximately a diagonal
matrix I whose diagonal elements approximate the 21 (16)
eigenvalues of the original matrix, and the appropriate VT = sqrt( t1l +1t2 1i3
cigenvectors are given by the rows of the matrix X .I
The orthogonal matrices Qi in the QR algorithm
are the product of rn-i rotations Q ; ~L,.,m-1. Let the entries of the diagonal and lower subdiagonal

in the (j,j+1) planes respectively. ch rotation of the tridiagonal matrix T be aji) and bji)

QHo) is defined as a matrix which is an identity respectively wberaj is the mworcolumn number and i
matrix except for the entries (JW), (1)+l) (1.1~) is the iteration number, c(ji+l) and s(]ji+l) be the

and 0.1. j+1) which together form a 2 x 2 matrix elements of the rotations used in rotating rows j and

given by 0(1.) at the (I+1)th iteration, and x(j, i+1) the
diagonal element of T after rotation of rows j and j+l

H - at the (i+l)tb iteration. Also, let fth entries of the
Q(k,i) (10)igenvectors be u,), wherej and I a the row and

(ks €c column number, then a pseudecode of an updated
version of the sequential algorithm given in [4] to

The factorization producing RI and Q from the compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors is as
original matrix T is explained as follows, we follows:
simply eliminate each subdiagonal element by a b(1,. )-0; a(m+l,. )x&, b(m+l.. )=O; c(O,. )=1;
plane rotation, the first one is s(O,. ) a 0; c(m+1,. )01; s(m+l,. )=0;

for in 1, n
x(0. i+1)=&(1, i);
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fori-l~m endif
if (x0j-1, i+1) > 0 wxci(j i+1).X(Q-1, i+1)

r-sqrt{[C ,. j)2 +yCj-,, ib1)2 C+s b(j. i+1). b0+1, i)
c(j, i+.1) a x0-1, i+l)r vac(j-L i+1) c(j., i+L).- b° Q1. i)s((a, i+1) a, b(,j 1, i+l)/r + s o a,. i+1) . 30j+ 1, i)

i else bo,, i+l)nsoj-1, i+1) . w
cý', i+t) a 1 a40, i+1)n€(0-1, i+t).c(j, i~l).w

ns(, i+1) a 0 + sO. !÷l).v
end if x(j, i+l)=ctj, i+1)ao+l, i)
wac(j. i+l).x(j-1, i+1)+s(, i+L).b(j+1, i) -c(j-1, i+l)s(j, i+1) b(jý+,i)
vac(j-1, i+1).c(j, i+1).b*(j+1, i)

+S 00, i+1). a30+l, i) for 1l=, mu
b(j, l i÷1)a(Ji1. w Ub !,.) cc, il).u1, .. )

•.,i+1)=c-c.1, i+l).c.(j, i+l).w + SOj, i+l).v +s 0., i+1) . u0+1', 1, .

x(j, i+l)=co, i+1) a+.u,, i) u0n+1d , -SO, i+1).u6, 1..)
s(j,-I i+1) s(j, i+1) bj+I, i) endfor+c i+1) u0+1, 1.

f or 1=1,m endif

u(j, I, i+1)=c(j, i+l).u(j, 1, i) End parallel
+n +o (j, i+1).u(i+i, I, i) en(for

l__ u0+1' [. i+1)=-s0, i+I).u0j, l, i)
-- +cO, i+1).u(0+1, 1, i) Even steps

end for for j=2,m,2

endfor i=k - j/2
end for Parallel

PARALLEL ALGORITHM FOR THE TRIDIAGONAL QR Same as above
ALGORITHM

End parallel
An attempt is made here to parallelize the endfr

previous sequential algorithm to reduce the number of endwor
steps from mxn to 2n+m-2 steps. A parallel/ An example of this algorithm applied to a matrix ofI pipelined algorithm has been developed and is order 8, and for 11 iterations is shown in Table. 1,
described in terms of a simple program given below, where the pairs (i ,j ) were defined earlier.
The program consists of odd and even steps; during This algorithm is also suitable for VLSI
an odd step, the odd terms (a(i,.), b(i,.), i=,3,....m-1., implementation, using an array of m/2 processors
of the matrix T are updated in parallel. Likewise, Pr 1 , Pr2,.... Pr ma and (m+2) cells cl 0, cl .....,
during an even step, the even terms a(i,.), b(i,.), cl m1t consisting a local memory, as shown in
i=2,4...,m, are updated in a similar fashion. Figure 1. Each processor in the array performs certain

computations such as floating point operations andb(1, . )n0; a(m+i, . )=O; b(m+t1. )=o; c(O, )=1; square roots.
s(O, . )no; c(m+l, . )=I; s(m+1, . )no; If the pairs ( a(j,), ba..)) , j=I,2,...,m . are stored
n - number of iterations respectively in cl 1g.... Clm., (c( 0,. ) , s(0,.)) are
for ka 1,n+(m-2)/2 stored in cl O, and (a(m+l,.) , b(m+.1,.)) are
Odd Steps stored in cl r+l, then during an odd step, each

for ja 1,m-1,2 processor Prj, respectively
i=k-Paale2 1) accpts

Parallel na) c(2j-2, i+1 ), s(2j-2, i+t ), and x (2j-2, i÷1)
if (l.ge.0. and We. (n-I)) then from cell cl 2j.2.

x(O, i+i)ea(q. 0) b) a(2jz), b(2ji) from cell ci2j,i(], i+). 0) 2) compute x(2j-l,i+1), c(2j-1,i+l), and s(2j-li+l),sj, i+I)nO 3) updates a(2j-1IJ) and b(2j-.ij) to becomeese i+1a(2j-1, i+1) and b(2j-l., i+I) respectively,lrsqre(pb(J4., i)2+x(j-l, i~l)2 ) 4) store x(2j-l.I+l). c(2j-.j+l), s(2j-l.i+l),
c(j,it)=.x(j-. i+l.Y1r a(2j.1,i+t), and b(2j-1, i+1) in cell c ,

s(j,i+l)=b(j+l, i)/r
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Step ,Zompuations performed in parallel
2 (2,1)

3 (1,2) (3,1)
4 (2.2) (4,1)
S (1,3) (3,2) (5,1)
6 (2,3) (4,2) (6,1)
"7 (1,4) (3,3) (5,2) (',1)
8 (24) (4,3) (6,2) (8,1) tab
9 (1,5) (3,4) (5,3) (7,2)
10 (2,5) (4,4) (6,3) (8,.2)
11 (1,6) (3,5) (5,4) (7,3) m12 (U,) (4.5) (6,4) (8j3)
13 (1,7) (3,6) (5,5) (7,4)
14 (2,7) (4,6) (6,5) (8,4)
15 (1,8) (3,7) (5,6) (7,5)
16 (2,8) (4,7) (6,6) (8,5) M
17 (1,9) (3,8) (5,7) -(7,6)
18 (2,9) (4,8) (6,7) (8,6)
19 (1,10) (3,9) (5,8) (7,7)
20 (2,10 (4,9) (6,8) (8,7)
21 (1,11) (3,10) (5,9) (7,8)
22 (2,11) (4,10) (6,9) (8.8) ,n..-)
23 (3,11) (5.10) (7,9) b(-,t .. ,)
24 (4,11) (6,10) (8,9)
25 (5,11) (7,10)
26 (6,11) (8,10) 4 /
27 (7,11)
28 (8,11)

Table 1 Example of the paralle/pipelined
algorithm for updating the entries a's and b's of a
tridiagonal matrix (matrix order = 8,number of

iteration = 11)

and during an even step , each processor Prj, Fig.l. Updating the eigenvalues,
respectively (a)odd steps, (b)even steps
1) accepts

a) c(2j-1, i+1 ), s(2j-1, i+1 ), and . (2j-1, i+1) If each column of the matrix Ui a NH is stored in an
from cell cl 2j.1, array of m elements consisting of a FIFO as depicted

b) a(2j+1,i), b(2j+l,i) from cell c 2j, in Fig.2, then during an odd step, the values stored at
2) compute x(2j,i+l), c(2j,i+1), and s(2j,i+l), the top of the independent pairs of arrays (1,2),
3) updates a(2j,i) and b(2j,i) to become a(2j, i+1) (3,4),.... (m-,. m) ase transfered in parallel to the

and b(2j, i÷1) respectively, processors Pl,P2 , .... P respectively. The
4) store x(2j,i+l), c(2ji.l), s(2j4+l), a(2j,i~l), rotation parameters generated during this particular

and b(2j, i+1) in cell cl 2j, step are also sent to the corresponding processors.
that is , the rotation parameters generated by Pr1 are

The previous array , shown in Fig. 1. can be sent to P1 , and the rotation parameters generated by
extended to include another m/2 processors P1 , Pr2 are sent to P2, and so on. Once the top elements
P 2 . .. Pmo2 , as shown in Fig. 2 to update the are updated, they are transferred to the buttom of the
matrix of the eigenvectors. Given the matrix U1 = corresponding arrays The procedure continues until
NH, obtained from Householder's transformations, all the elements stored in the array are updated. This
and the matrix Q=QIQz -...Q, where n is the is depicted in Figure 2 (a). Likewise, during an even,
number of iterations. The product of QH by U1, to updating the entries of the independent column pairs
obtain the matrix of eigenvectors of the original (2,3), (4,5),..., (m-2, m-1) is shown in Figure 2 (b).
problem, may be computed also in (2n+m.2) steps. i
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Fig2 (aI Updating the eigenvectors during Fig 2 (b). Lpdating the eigenvectors during

3 an odd step an even step.
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3 HOUSEHOLDERS ALGORITHM ON
HYPERCUBE ARCHITECTURE

D. Kaur. R. B. Sheelvant. A. H. Djoudi. M. M. Jamali. S. C. Kwatra

Department of Electical Engineerig
Toledo. OH 43606

ABSTRACT

To ahieve computational efficiency. Householders transformation is known to be one of the best
orthogonal factorizations technique for the mnatices. 11is also known that Householders transformation

Sarchit'd Iyeture . Horo f sehol ers tgrithm.atrlle prcesing. H rousodc's mtho s rpoe..h

Wtth recent advances in the are of VLSI it is possible to design special purpose hardware in real time
signal processing for the compwuaiion of htgh resolution direction-of-arrvat (DOA). The algorithms of
recent .,intrsn coqnputauo of high resolution direction-of.arnival IDOA1 a3umawin te Mult~ipe Signal
Classification (MUSIC) by Schiiidt [I I and Eslimutaion of Signal Parameter via Rotational Invautance
Technique (ESPRM by Roy 121. Many other resarchers have also shown intees tn ustpro'nsan MUSIC
and ESPRrT 131J141. All these 3lgorithms use etgcnvolucs and eigenvectors; for the computation of DOA.
Hence fast and accurate evaluation of cigenvalues and eagenvsciors are very important for tae real time
hardware implementation of these algorithms. One mehod is to use QR algorithim to reduce th matri to
diagonal matixs and the elements of the diagonail. are the cigenvalues of that maurix. However when QR
meshod is performed on the dense matix., the process becomes very time consutminS. requirig a large
number of computations. In order to circumvent this drawback-. the mantri is transformed first to
tindiagonal one using Householders transformation. Chen [SI. Dongarra 161 and Pltillips(71 discussd the
reduction of a symnseistcl matixs to a indiaitional matrix using Householders itatuformalton f31. Hence
QR decomposition using. Householders translormaiton is very promising for VLSI implementation of real.
time high thiroughput modemn Signal Processng.I ~ In section If maithematical aspect of Householder's method ame presented. thea the number of itealsons
which can be performed tn parallel is inspected. In section III pwusdocode is written to indicate how sths
alzorilhm performs on the hypercube. Computer grimulation of the algorithm ts done to counter check the .
validity of the parallel algorithm. In section IV comparisna between speed up for hypercube architecture

and for systolic arhitecture is done.

I ~ This rrsinrch is vortfir stqporterl bv NAVY granit N00014 - 97 .I 1011 and is port of M. S.

ther;5 reqtitr~rvnt( of Mr R. 8. Skcrf vent.
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The high-resolution Direction-Of Arrival (DOA) estimation algorithms are studied to develop architecture for real
time applications. Methods for DOA estimation for wideband sources proposed by Buckley and Griffiths' and MUSIC 2
algorithm for narrowband sources proposed by Schmidt2 have been selected for hardware implementation. Thew algonthms
have been simplified and generalized into one common programmable algorithm. It is then parallelized and is executed in a
pipelined fashion. A parallel architecture have been designed for this generalized algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION

Design of special purpose hardware for the implementation of various real time algorithms are possible due to
advances in VLSI technology. Pipeline, parallel and distributed processing approaches can be exploited to achieve high
throughput rates. In order to develop a real time parallel architecture for a given algorithm following steps need to be
performed.

1. An algonthm should be first convened into a computationally efficient algorithm.
2. The selected algorithm is divided into parallel modules.
3. If a particular module of the algorithm can not be executed in parallel due to data dependency it should be ptpelined.
4. After parallelizing the algorithm, it should be mapped on a suitable architecture.

This approach of designing special purpose hardware has been applied to the high resolution direction -of -arrival
(DOA) estimation for narrowband and wideband cases. The DOA estmaton algorithms are based on the processing of the
received signal and extracting the desired parameters of the DOA of plane waves. Many approachts have been used for the
purpose of implementing the function required for the DOA estimation and are available in the literamture6. The Multiple
Signal Classification (MUSIC) is widely studied and provide asymptotically unbiased and efficient estimates of the DOA' -2
They esmate the so called signal subspace from the array measurements. The parameters of interest (i.e. determining of
the DOA) are then estimated from the intersection between the array manifold and the estimated subspace.
Summary of the MUSIC algorithm is as follows:

1) Estimate the data covariance matrix.
2) Perform the eigendecompowtion.
3) Estimate the number of sources.
4) Evaluate Power functim
5) Find the d largest peaks. of Power to obtain estimates of the parameters.

This research is partly supported by ONR grant N00014-91-J-10 11
Presented at SPIE's International Symposium on Optizal Engineering and Photonics in Aerospace and Remote Sensing
April 1993.
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First of all MUSIC algorithm has been modified with efficient computational module:. The algonthm has been
parailelized. Four modules are implemented using pipeline and parallel processing schemes. First module will compute the
covarnance matrix. The second and third modules will compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors whch will be used by the
fourth module. This module computes the power function giving the desired DOA.

For the wideband case, there are many algonthms which are available in the literature. Some of them are 3
extensions of the narrowband cases and others are developed for wideband cases, After reviewing the current Literature a
wideband approach namely Broad-Band Signal-Subspace Spatial-Spectrum (BASS-ALE) Estimauon algorithm proposed by
Buckley and Griffiths' has been selected for hardware implementation. This algorithm was simplified. pipelined and I
parallelized. The structure of the algorithm is shown in Figure 1. First, the covanance matrix of the coUected data has to be
estimated. Then the eigenvalues are computed using the Householder and QR methods' -12. From the estimated eigenvalues,
an estimation of the signal-subspace dimension D can be calculated according to the steps outlined above. Once the
dimension of the system is known, the signal and noise-only eigenvectors can be constructed. The power method is used to 1
find the desired locations 0 using the location vector-based estimator.

Form Covarianc 1
2. GENERALIZED ALGORITHM AND matrix estimate

ARCEerrCTURE

The goal of this work is to design an
architecture which will be suitable both for narrowband
and wideband cases. It can be seen from earlier
discussion that the narrowband MUSIC algorithm and Compute the

the wideband algorithm BASS-ALE requires the similar eignevalues

computational modules such as the computation of the
covariance matrix. eigenvalue and eigenvector I
computation using the Householder transformation and
QR method and power method. Since the required
modules are identical, they can be generalized into one
algorithm and generalized hardware can be developed. Estimate the 1
The generalized hardware will be suitable for both signal-subspac
applications. dimension 0 J

First the data has to be collected by the sensors I
to compute the covariance matrix. In this study eight Form the
sensors and eight delay elements have been assumed and Fior Itehardware is designed accordingly. Eight sensors in the eienvecto
narrowband case will result in a 808 covariance matrix. r matrices

Therefor. all computations for DOA estimation will Enan
require manipulation of 8*8 matrices. If eight PEs areEnadr

used in the architecture it would be easier to map the - I- -
algorithm on these eight PEs. Therefore four modules
each using eight PEs can be utilized for this purpose. Use power method
They will operate in parallel and pipeline fashion. location vector estimator

For the case of the wideband, the BASS-ALE Nf 1 1
algorithm also requires eight delays in the sensor array. P(e} =-Z .............
Using eight sensors and eight delays will result in a data ji, I 1 2
vector of size 64. Therefor the computation of the a loiEn
covanance matrix will involve 64*64 matrix. Moreover
the Householder transormation. QR method and power
method will all operate on 6464 matrices. It is desired
to use eight PEs in each module as that will be sufficient 1

Figure 1 Hardware Units of BASS-ALE Estunaaion Algonthmn I



and will also satisfy the real time requiremenL Use of 64 PEs will simply result in an efficient use of the PEs. Use of eight
PEs in the manipulation of 64*64 matrices will require proper mapping of the algorithms on these arrays. It is proposed
that the covariance matrix computation. Householder transformation, QR method and power method all use modules with
eight PEs. In the following subsections, architectures of various modules are described in detail.

3. COMPUTATION OF THE COVARIANCE MATMX

First of all the data need to be collected by the sensors to compute the covariance matrix The data output from
eight sensors is converted to the digital domain and fed to a pure propagation delay array in a parallel and pipelined fashion
as shown in Figure 2. The delay array is implemented using RAM for each sensor output below. The data gathered in the
delay array is collected once every eight cycles. In other words, the data is collected every time the array is filled with new
vectors. The gathered data is stacked to construct a 64-clement data vector required for the computation of the covanance
matrix. Computation of the covariance matrix involves a multiplication of 64 element vector with its 64 element complex
conjugate transpose (64 element row) producing a 64x64 matrix for each set of data. Since the covanance matrix is
symmetric, one way to reduce the required number of computations is to compute only the lower triangular matrix.

Data from Sensors
A new approach1 2 of computing 64x64 covariance

matrix using eight processing elements is presented. The T 1 T T T T T T
elements of the delay array are stacked to create the 64-___ [- _ _-__ [,
element data vector. To get more insight about the

multiplication process of that vector with its conjugate I1, .1, ,t,, I L I I I, I,
transpose, a different representation of the data is adopted. F['

Eight sub vectors, eight elements each, are stacked together
to form a 64-element vector. The computation of the rD-- 2 r r D2 572 D] r
covariance matrix requires that this 64-element data vector (a
column) be multiplied with its counterpart, the 64-element D 3 FD 3i
conjugate transpose data vector. The multiplication process r2232 L2 rD34 12~i21 fD ~ F0391
creates a Hermitian matrix. On account of creating a lower
triangular matrix, 36 sub vector multiplications are required. D41 D4 F' 7 [ 7 71 '1
Each of these sub vector multiplication produces an Wx8 sub
matrix. To simplify the computation of the covariance F51 r 5 FD 5 61 [D [ [
matrix, all the sub vectors will be computed in full including
those that are on the diagonal. As a result, more data is ' D'6 m m m m
generated than is desired, especially the ones above the D M 3 [7 57

diagonal. The addition of those extra elements to the matrix
*establishes a uniform algorithm where all the sub vectors can EM1 [; D3 D D5 1F D9

be multiplied in exactly the same manner without exceptions.
In other words, one architecture can be used to compute the Dl [D5 Fj FDJ F ''
8x8 sub matrices one at a time. 

E] 58

An array of eight PEs are needed to perform the ' ' 4'
task. The hardware unit computes one of the sub matrices at 1 2 3
a time. The broadcast data is stored in the registers and the
second operand vector is stored in the PEs. An algorithm to Figure 2 Input data modules
compute the needed 36 sub vector multiplications is provided
in the flowchart illustrated in Figure 3. Three counters are needed:

Counter JI Indexes the columns (A column refers to the different sub vectors).
Counter I: Indexes the rows (A row refers to the different sub vectors ).
Counter K Indexes the rows within a sub matrix multiplication process.

* 3
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Set count er

Stcounter I - counter 7

Set counter Distribute vector addressed Distribute vector addr sed
K 0 by J from OPRIs toPEs by I from OPRs to RE(

_ _o _, _ _ _ _I '- IIIP E1 00 PEI ME~ 11* [rPER [ER

4,Broadcast one element
.I.

Compute a row of -
the Sx8 submatrix

Add to previous row result I

K I - Increen't K I

Figure 3 Flowchart illustrating the use of 3 counters to multiply 36 sub matrices forming I
a lower triangular matrix.
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The process proceeds as follows:
S.e counter J 7
Set Counter I J - 7
All PEs compute in parallel
(a) One operand vector is stored in PEs and is specified by counter J
(b) Second operand vector is broadcasted (specified by K) from a register file and is specified by I.
(c) Perform multiplicaton of one row in parallel
(d) Products are added to previously stored values.
Decrement the counter I until it reaches 0
Decrement the counter I and set I - J until counter J reaches 0
Repeat for 600 iterations.

Figure 4 shows the needed architecture to perform the operations explained above. Data output from eight sensors
are fed and written into eight dual-pot RAMs. At any one time, one level of DPRs will be in write mode storing newly read
data from the sensors' output while the second level of DPRs will be in read mode where previously stored information is
now being used to compute one vector product with its conjugate transpose. Addresses needed by the DPRs are provided by

counter I, counter I and a 3-bit counter which is controlled by a 9-bit counter. Two multiplexors, controlled by S (or i),
direct the needed address to the DPRs. If the DPRs are in write mode, the 3-bit address is selected, otherwise, address I and
address J are selected. In read mode, the data addressed by counter I is supplied from each DPR to the respective register,
while simultaneously the data addressed by counter J is supplied from each of the same DPRs to the respective processing
element. Counter K is initialized to the value of zero and then is used to broadcast the output of one of the registers, one at a
time, to all of the eight processing elements. Each PE then multiplies that register output data with the value already stored
in its internal register (an element of vector J). The multiplication result is added to previously computed values that are
stored in memory at an address pointed to by counters I, J and K. Counter K loops through its range (0-7) to construct an
Ux8 sub matrix. Counters I and J loop through their range (7--+ 0) to compute the 36 sub matrices. At the end of three loops
(L, J, K), the assignment of the two levels of DPRs are switched and the operations performed by the PEs are repeated for
the newly available data. The process is repeated 600 times to build the required matrix. The covariance matrix is formed by
collecting the matrix and dividing its elements by 600.

This architecture can also be used for the computation of the covariance matrix by initializing the counters
accordingly. The computations will be very simple and fast as 8 PEs are used for an 8*8 matUx.
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4. HOUSEHOLDER HARDWARE UNIT

The Householder algorithm is chosen to convert the dense covaiance matrix. already computed by the previous
unit, to a tndiagonal matrix so as to speed up the computations of the eigenvapues/eigenvectors problem. An SIMD
architecture is proposed where eight specially designed processing elements axm used.

IPrevious work on the Householder algorithm, 2 led to the following simple scheme. Figure 5 shows a flowchart of
the steps needed to compute the tridiagonal matrix and it is summarized in the following:

• Compute the scalar value 1
- Compute the one dimensional vector w

-- • Compute the scalar c3- Compute the one dimensional vector d
- Compute the one dimensionali vector v

• Modify the Covariance matrix using the above computations

The flowchart portrays the fact that the architecture is not dependent on the dimension (order) of the matrix. The
variable NLoops (number of loops) is used to determine the number of loops the system has to undergo repeating the same
operations should the order of the matrix be larger than the number of PEs. If NLoops is greater than one, the system willI store partial results in the register file of each PE. For example in the narrowband case, the NLoops variable will be set to 1.
However in the wideband case, the same variable will be set to a maximum of 8.

Figure 6 shows the proposed SIMD structure for the Householder hardware unit. There are eight processing elementsI connected through an alignment network to eight blocks of memory (M). Moreover, the PEs have the capability of
intercommunications with one another. The type of communication used in this design is a simple link connecting one PE
and its neighboring PE. There is one central control unit (CU) with a CU memory core. The alignment network providesI- the following unique relationship between the PEs and the memory blocks:

* PE, ((-*
- PF,., (-- Mt.,
-" Mo -- all PEs

S cu..,

Note that any I CU co Con r' lines

processing element (PE)
can be connected to any
"memory block (U. I I I I I
Subsequently, the linkage "n _ _ I __7 _

of PE.j, is imposed upon, , o ,o .- I I I I I I I I
M1, ; hence. the system
can have eight ditrent Aw,,,.,t Network
configuration setups.

configuration is the I_ __

broadcast mode where the 0I IIfrom
memory block MK can be - previous3 connected to all the stage
processing elements to Fipm 6 SOOD Airctaavs forde Housholdw Wmit
allow sharing of the same
information.
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For a matrix of order 64, each block of memory should have the capacity to store a little more than j K (600) of
system words. Each of the covanance matrix's columns, is spread across the memory blocks. When the matrix's order is
greater than the number of memory blocks, the remainder of the column is allocated across the memories in a similar
pattern. For example, each column of a covanance matrix of order 64 is sectioned into eight subvectors. Each subvector
consists of eight elements. Element 0 (ro.) through element 7 (r7,;) of the first subvector are stored in memory blocks MK
through M7 . Element 8 (r,,) through element 15 (rs5,) are stored in the succeeding memory cells of the memory blocks K0
through M7. The rest of the elements of the column are stored in the memory blocks in the same fashion. Succeeding each
column, a row of zeros is allotted for reasons that will become apparent in the following.

The scalar value [ can be computed by taking the square root of the length of the vector r1 :

where l2 2 2

r= r21 + r3 ÷ + ÷ r., (where n is the order of the matrix)
The processing elements PEo - PE7 start by reading the first eight values of the vector ri. The PEs square those

elements while reading the next cluster of data. The results of the squared elements are stored concurrently in the register I
file of each PE. These operations proceed until all of the elements of the r, vector are squared and stored in the register file.
It is possible that the number of elements in the r, vector are not divisible by the number of processing elements, hence.
during the last cycle of squaring those elements, some of the PEs will be reading invalid data. To compensate for this kind
of difficulty, a row of zeros is inserted between every column of the covariance matrix. Those PEs will be squaring the value
zero and, therefore, will have no effect on the calculations. At this instant, the PEs start adding contents of the register file
with those of the ALU register. The following illustrates the operations performed by the PEs on a column of 63 entries.
Eight steps of reading, squaring and storing data in the register file are required by each PE. At the ninth step, the PE start
adding the previously computed square values stored in the register file to current content of the accumulator (ALU result)
register. When all of the registers have been added, the ALU register of each PE holds partial results needed to compute 03"
Partial products are scattered in eight PEs. In order to add them, a shift and add scheme has been proposed. Each PE I
transmits this information to its neighboring PE on the left through the communication register. An addition operation is
performed, (PEO, PE2 PE4 , PE6 ) hold valid data while the data held by (PE, , PE3 ,-E5 , PE7 ) are neglected. The new
results are shifted left twice and another addition operation is performed. Now, PEO and P• 4 hold valid data. The last step of
the procedure is to shift those results four ties to the left and add. The desired value 0 is now in PEo. A simple square
root operation is performed to obtain the value 0.

After the computation of [3, determining the vector w is almost trivial. The formula governing the vector w is: I
w =r + Oet

Since all that needs to be done is add the value [ to the first element of the vector rt, a copy of the r, vector is
transferred to the allocated space in the memory blocks. The vector w is ready to be utilized upon addition of [ to vector rl.

The computation of the scalar value c does not cause any complications with the usage of the memory blocks since
it does not have to be added to any memory cell. The value c is however, broadcasted to all the PEs via the dump area of the
memory blocks; a two step procedure.

The vector d is the result of premultiplying the vector w with the covariance matrix R,
d-Rw

The vector w of order 63 is premultiplied with the 63th-order minor of the matrix R. The result of the
multiplication is a vector d of order 63. Every element d, in the new vector d is the scalar product of the ith row of R and
the vector w. In other words, there are 63 multiplications and 62 additions involved to compose each element d,. Since there I
are only eight PEs in the architecture, it wouldn't be possible to complete the computations involved for each d, element in

one cycle. In fact, each d, element need the following calculations,
Each PE performs eight r•.wj multiplications and stores the results in the register file.
Each PE adds the results stored in the register file.
The PEs use the shift left and add scheme discussed earlier to add all the partial results obtained by the
individual PEs. 3
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A total of twenty two cycles ame required to compute one d, element. Then, there is the problem of storing oneI element from one PE into one memory cell in the memory blocks while ignoring the other PEs.

Another approach to this problem would be to compute eight of the d vector elements at the same time. It isI possible to obtain partial results by driving the PEs to read a partial column J from the minor of the matrix L One element
w, is then distributed to all the PEs and a multiplication operation is performed. At this instant, eight partial results are
obtained that can be immediately added to the respective memory locations of the vector d. The procedure entails a variableI that determines the iteration level of the Householder procedure. Another variable (NLoops) is used to determine the
number of loops. If the dimension of the rows of the minor of the matrix R is greater than eight, then NLoops is bigger than
one and the operations have to be repeated NLoops times. The variable (i) is needed to count those repetitions NLoops
times. The value w, is broadcasted to all the PEs and elements rk through rk.7j are read by the PEs. Each PE multiplies itsI r.w values and adds the results to the respective memory location of an element d,. These operations are repeated unul all
the d vector has been calculated. In the narrowband case, where eight is the order of the matrix EL there are only eight
multiplication and seven addition operations involved per element d,. Therefore, the available PEs can finish the task in

I exactly fifteen cycles.

w and d are the two constituent vectors of the vector v and the formula governing that equation is.
d (wHd)

The inner product i-4 (- f) yields , scalar value and can be readily calculated by all the PEs. The partial products
Iin all PEs are shifted and added. The final value f is stored in PEo. This value f is broadcasted to all the PEs through the

dump area in the memory blocks. Assuming that the scalar value c has already been broadcasted to all the PEs, the elements
v, are formed by the following simple formula,

The last phase of the householder cycle is to use the new vectors w and v to update the elements of the matrix KL
Elements of the matrix R that are below or above the subdiagonals are altered to zero and as a result. the matrix R
transforms into a tridiagonal matrix. The equation for the transformation is,

R2 = R, - -vwH
The vector multiplication wvH and vwH each produce a square matrix of order N-i or less depending on theI iteration level (N is the order of the covariance matrix R). As complex matrices, wvH and vwK are the conjugate transposes

of each other, where

The computations of the these complex matrices can be cut in half if the above relationship is taken into
consideration. Each PE performs one multiplication wiVj and updates two memory locations of the space reserved for the
matrix R. When the product wv, represents diagonal elements, the PE updates the same memory location twice with theI same value. Sometimes, it is possible that the two elements that need to be updated belong to the same memory block, e.g.
r1.3 and r9g.. This does not constitute a problem because the update will take place in two cycles. In other words after the
completion of the multiplication wivj, one memory location addressed by row i and column j is updated, an interchange of
the addresses i and j follows and the other memory location is updated.

I In the same manner that each PE has a different row address index in the first cycle, that PE should also have a
different row address index in the second cycle. To achieve this requirement, the plan is to alter the i index in an ascending
order (i:=l; i+8; i<=N-l) while altering thej index in a descending order (j:=i+7; j-; j>-i). This scheme is guaranteed not
to cause a conflict because no two PEs share a common row or column index.

5. OR HARDWARE UNIT

The QR Hardware Unit is needed to transform the tridiagonal matrix obtained from the Householder Unit into a
diagonal matrix. Since this is an iterative method, the resulting matrix is only an estimate of the cigenvalues. Through
simulation results and quantization, it is determined that eleven iterations would give reasonable results. Normally, the QR
method would take O(m3 ) operations, but for a matrix that is already in the tidiagonal form it would require O(m)

9
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operations. If the number of iterations n is more than one, then the number of operations becomes of the order of O(mxn).
where m is the order of the matrix and n is the number of iterations. The algorithm is bised on Given's Rotations to
compute the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors and is illustrated by the followin&

T T {T tridiagonal matrix obtained from Householder)
U= N (U represents the eigenvectors matrix }
For i': I ton Do
Begin

HR, - Q"Ti I
U R, Q ,
U, 1-I Qi U,

end; (end For loop)

X =U".1

After n iterations, the trdiagonal matrix T undergoes a series of transformations and it approximates a diagonal 3
matrix - whose diagonal elements approach the real eigenvalues of the system. The rows of the matrix X also approach the
eigenvectors. Originally, the QR algorithm is a sequential algorithm. Roberton and Phillips" I as well as many others
investigated the possibility of modifying the procedure to make it suitable for a parallel environment.

An SIMID architecture with eleven PEs and six memory blocks has been proposed for QR method and is shown in
Figure 7. One PE is dedicated to one iteration, since eleven iterations are assumed, therefore eleven iterations will be
executed . The arclhtecture is independent of the size of the matrix and hence can be used both for narrowband and
wideband cases. The architecture uses an interconnection network which is able to completely connect six PEs to six
memory blocks at any one time.

A closer PE P E PE PE4  PE E, F PE, F PE. P
look at the
interconnection li
network exhibits the I
following Interconnection Network

"Si I I I I
to
-1 Figure 7 SIDM Architecture for the QR Unit with 32 PEa and 6 Memory Blocks
M
ultipiexors needed to switch between processing elements (FE0, FEI, FE2. PE3. FE4. FE5) and (FP%, PE7,,
PFE, PFE PEw).
Six 3-to-W Multiplexors to connect the selected PEs to Memory Blocks MK through Ms.
1 -bit to control the fira six MUXs.
18-bit control lines to connect the PEs to Ms.

It should also be stressed that at any one time, any six PEs can be completely connected, however, the procedure
followed will generate addresses that would require each PE to be connected to a different memory block. In other words.
the program is responsible to guarantee a non-blocking situation. One way to remedy the data conflict problem is to write
two programs with guaranteed non-conflict cycles. This can be easily accomplished by introduacng a delay where some
processors will be lagging the others by exactly one cycle. A No-Operation (NOP) instruction will do the trick.

Two PFs share the same pathways to the memory blocks through the interconnection network. One-bit control line
is needed to switch between processor FEM and PEI,. All the buses are assumed to be a byte wide. Should wider buses be

10



needid, the appropriate size multiplexors must be used. The eight-bit wide output of the 2-to- I MUX is directed to the 340-
8 MUXs. Three-bit control lines are shared by these MUXs to connect one PE to one Bus. Note that the output 0, of each 3-Ito-8 MUX is tied to BUS,. The difference of this kind of an interconnection network and a completely connected network is
the fact that the former requires 19 control bits while the latter requires 33 control bits.

6. CONCLUSION

A generalized architectures has been developed for the computation of DOA estimation both for narrowband and
wideband sources. A MUSIC algorithm was used for the narrowband and BASS-ALE algonthm was selected for the
wideband case. First of all an array of 8 Processing Elements (PE) has been used for the computation of covanance matrix
and is programmable. Parallel algorithms and parallel architectures for the computation of the eigenvalues and the
eigenvectors have been developed and they are also suitable both for narrowband and wideband sources.
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Design of Special Purpose Parallel Hardware for Real Time
Applications

M.M. Jamali, S.C. Kwatra
DDqnmuma of Elecftic Enagnntag

TMw Universty of ToleoToledo, OH 43606
419-T37-25o0

Absract--A methodology for developing hardware. The selected approach should be
special purpose hardware for real time signal able to exploit maximum parallelization to
processing applications has been described, reduce the computation time.
The developed methodology is used to
explain previously developed architectures for !1. DESIGN METHODOLOGY
two different applications. First application is
for the DOA estimation of sonar signals using In order to develop a real time
the MUSIC algorithm. The second parallel architecture for a given algorithm
application is for separating large number of following steps need to be performed.
channels for on-board satellite communication
applications. 1. Review the current literature and

select an algorithm which requires small
I. INTRODUCTION amount of computation.

2. The algorithm should be simplified
- The growing capabilities in developing into simple arithmetic operations.

very large scale integrated circuits have made
possible to design special purpose hardware 3. The algorithm should be convertedI for the implementation of various algorithms into a computationally efficient algorithm or
for real time applications [1]. The customized substituted with computationally efficient
hardware has many advantages which have modules.
generated interest among engineers to design
application specific special purpose hardware. 4. An estimate should be obtained
The design of special purpose hardware will about the available time for completion of the
need to exploit pipeline, parallel and task.
distributed processing approaches to achieve
high throughput rates. There are many 5. The available time should be used
commercially available high speed as guide line to select what kind of hardware
microprocessors and digital signal processors should be designed and how much parallelism
which can be utilized in a multiprocessor needs to be introduced.
environment. Another approach will be a
dedicated circuits may be designed using off 6. An application which requires more
the shelf Field Prgrammable Gate Arrays multiplications and is compute intensive, an
(FPGA). A third approach will be to design a obvious choice should be that a digital signal
full custom circuit. An appropriate design processor may be selected as they have on
scheme should be selected for special purpose chip multipliers and on chip memories. The

traditional commercially available
This research is partly microp rcess do not have on chip

supported by ONR grant number multipliers.
NO0014-91-J-1011 and NASA
grant number NAG3-799.
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7. Execution time of the algorithm consider the amount of data need to
should be estimated based on the selected transferred from one processor to another. An
processor and available processing speed. If attempt should be directed that the amount
the algorithm can not be executed within the data which need to be transferred should be I
specified tume dictated by the application then optimized.
parallel processing should be considered.

12. The complete structure should be I
8. The algorithm should be divided into simulated using

parallel modules. If a particular module of the Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware
algorithm can not be executed in parallel due Development Language (VHDL) to verify the
to data dependency it should be pipelined. operation of the all the computtional I
Degree of parallelizing will also depend on module. It will also be helpful to duplicate
the throughput rate of the system and the results which were earlier obtained using
available time for the computation. the high level language.

9. After parallelizing the algorithm, it 13. If multiple processors are being used
should be mapped on a suitable architecture. then they should be laid out. Their off chip
The architecture can utilize multiple memory requirement should be minimized. i
processors, multiple memories and 1/0 units. Efforts should be directed to use on chip
An appropriate architecture should be memory. This approach will help to reduce
conceived at this stage. The following the execution and communication time. This I
guidelines can be used in conceiving an will also reduce the synchronization
architecture. requirements.

(a) If the algorithm consists of repeated
simple arithmetic operations, requires very
simple programming capabilities and does not
have any decision requirements then the Design of Special Purpose Hwr•dare/or DOA
architecture should be full custom dedicated &itination for Sonar Applications
architecture. The architecture would consists
of group of arithmetic units, memories and The high resolution direction-of- I
required control circuitry, arrival (DOA) estimation is important in

many sensor systems. It is based on the
(b) If the algorithm requires many different ocessing of the received signal and
operations, elaborate programming, needs extracting the desired parameters of the DOA
decision and conditional statements then the of plane waves. Many approaches have been
architecture should have a processing element used for the purpose of implementing the
with some memory and other control function required for the DOA estimation I
circuitry. and are available in the literature. The

Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) and
10. The architecture should then be the Estimation of Signal Parameters by

simulated using a high level language to Rotational Invariance techniques (ESPRI)
check the validiy of the algorithm and to algorithms are widely studied and provide
study the finite precision effects. This asymptotically unbiased and efficient
exercise will ensure that the algorithm is right estimates of the DOA (2-31. They estimate I
and it will also help to identify the required the so called signal subspace from the array
word length. measurements. The parameters of interest

(i.e. determining of the DOA) are then
11. If the algorithm requires multiple estimated from the intersection between the i

processors operating in parallel, then a study array manifold and the estimated subspace.
should be performed about partitioning of the
computing task, synchronization of the data There are many algorithms available in I
and the mechanism for communication with the literature which are variations of the
different processors. It would be wise to MUSIC and ESPRIT algorithms. These
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algorithms are derived by varying certain 27 KHz is a reasonable number for this
parameters or modifying others at the expense application.
of high computational cost yielding better
accuracy etc. In this study MUSIC algorithm c) The third task was how much data
has been selected to develop special purpose need to be collected which will givehardware for real time applications, reasonable accurate results. It was found that
Although MUSIC is a high resolution collection of 4800 samples will give
algorithm, it has several drawbacks including reasonable results.
the fact that complete knowledge of the array
manifold is required, and that is d) The number of samples to be
computationaly very expensive as it requires a collected (4800) and the signal coming at
lot of computations to find the intersection upto 27 KHz. will give the available time for
between the array manifold and the signal completing the task and giving the available
subspace. This drawback can be overcome by time. A sampling frequency which should be
using high speed parallel architecture for the twice the signal need to be us.d. Therefore a
computation of DOA. sampling frequency of 100 KHz and 4800

samples used as a guideline which will give
It was decided that special purpose allowed computation time of 48 m secs.

hardware can be developed which can be used
for real time computation of the DOA e) An algorithm should be first converted
estimation. First of all computation into a computationally efficient algorithm.
requirement of this algorithm were It is clear from the above discussion that the
investigated [4]. Following is list of implementation of the MUSIC algorithms
operations which need to be performed. requires formation of data covariance matrix

and the computation of the eigenvalues. It
was found that QR algorithm is very

1) Estimate the data covariance matrix, appropriate for the computation of the
2) Perform the eigendecomposition. eigenvalues and the eigenvectors. To make
3) Estimate the number of sources. this algorithm more efficient it was decided to
4) Evaluate Power function. use the Householder method to convert the
5) Find the largest peaks of Power and covariance matrix into tridiagonal one before
estimate direction of arrival, performing QR decomposition. This approach

of reducing the symmetrical covariance
matrix into tridiagonal matrix make QR

In order to develop a real time algorithm more efficient. The eigenvalues are
parallel architecture for a given algorithm used to find the number of sources. Finally
following steps need to be performed. using the eigenvectors in Power method the

directions of arrival are computed.Ia) Estimate the computation
requirement of the algorithm. This is Using the above time limit of 48 m
dependent on the number of sensors used in secs and eight sources, it was found that four
the algorithm. After reviewing the literature it major computation intensive operations need
was decided that eight sensors should be to be performed. These algorithms also
sufficient for this application. This was also require multiplication, division, square root,
discussed with one of the experts in the area logarithm, sine & cosine and square
at one of the conference. It was confirmed operations. It can be seen that the
that use of eight sensors was a reasonable computation requirements are extreme and
assumption. many complex operations need to performed

as opposed to simple addition/ subtraction
b) The second task was what would be operation. Therefore use of powerful digital

considered as the real time for this signal processor will be appropriate. Since
application. Again a search was conducted in many operations need to performed in parallel
the literature about the frequency range of the requiring multiple processors, therefore eight
sonar signals. It was found that frequency of processors should be connected in parallel.
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Using today's technology special purpose full
Since the agoithm requires cusom VLSI digital circuit can be damged

computation of four major computational for the transmultiplexer.The Digital
masks, therefore four computational units each transmultipLexer will provide flexibility Ln

with eight processor can be used. These processing any number of channels with
computational units will operate in parallel, different bandwidths and access formats.
The data will be passed from one uit to Moreover the transmuitipiexer may be
another in a pipeline &shion. Therefore four programmable and programming instrucuons I
computational module will execute this may be send from the ground for the desired
algorithm in parallel and pipeline fashion. processing.
The MUSIC algorithm has been simulated
using the FORTRAN language and There are two goals for the digital 1
appropriate results have been obtained. This implementation of the tansmultiplexer. First
was done to validate the modifications which of all it should consume small amount of
were made in this algorithm (4]. The power and the second one that it should meet I
simulation assumed infinite precision. Efforts the real time processing requirement of the
are being directed to simulate this architecture system. In this work a case study of
using the assembly language of the Motorola the design of a programmable TMUX is
DSP 56000 digital signal processor. presented. It was determined that the TMUX

should be capable of demultiplexing 800
channels at 64 Kb/s each. The design can

Special Purpose Hardware Deveiopmentfor Satellite later on be extended to accommodate varying I
Applicanons number of channels with varying bit rate.

Due to the growth and extreme It has been shown earlier that the most
demand in the area of mobile communication, efficient type of TMUX for demultiplexing 1
it may be necessary that the future satellite channels of uniform bandwidth is the
communication systems should provide polyphase FFT method M7]. It performs both
service to large number of small capacity, sampling rate reduction (decimation) and I
multi service users. For these systems the channel separation together. The decimation
conventional transmission methods of is implemented using the commutator and a
Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) set of filters. The input samples are fed to the U
or Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) polyphase filters by the commutator. The
are not efficient. One approach to offer these outputs of the DFT operation are multiplied
services at a low cost to the user is to use by another constant (-l)m (where m is the
Single Channel Per Carrier (SCPC)/FDMA decimated sample number) to obtain the 1
on the uplink and Time Division Multiplexing separated channels samples at baseband. In
(TDM) on the downlink [5-6]. This approach this approach polyphase filters are derived
will result in low cost and less complex eart from a prototype e polyphase filter I
terminals, enabling an increase in coefficients are obtained from the polyphase
communication via satellites. The problem decomposition of the low pass prototype
with this type of communication is that it filter. In this case the decimation is
transfers the burden of computation on-board performed before the filtering, therefore dhe
the satellite, where power and area filtering is performed at the lower rate. The
requirements are critical. It can thus be seen detailed derivation of the polyphase FT
that hardware that is efficient in terms of principles is given in (7-9]. 1
speed, power consumption and components
needs to be developed for performing the
computations on-board the satellite. The FDMA signal is complex sampled

at F MHz. For a sampling rate of F M z the
One of the major components in the system clock period will be less than T secs

FDMA/TDM conversion is the (1/F Hz). Two A/D converters are needed,
transmultiplexer which is required to separate one for the real part and one for the
the FDMA signal into individual channels, imaginary part. The samples are fed into the

I
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I polyphase network at the rate of one complex programming capabilities. Therefore a full
sample per channel every T secs. custom dedicated architecture would be more

appropriate for this application. The dedicated
For real time demultiplexing of architecture would give better speed/power

800 channels each having a bandwidth of 45 performance as compared to commercially
KJ.z, the polyphase filtering and the FFT available digital signal processors.
operations should be completed in t - 1/45 KIHz secs or 22.22 micro seconds. This is A structure of 9 tap filter which will
because the sample interval after decimation be shared amongst the 800 filters is proposed.
is t secs. Performing both these operations This is accomplished by designing the
(filtering and FFT) in t secs will require very hardware structure for one 9 tap filter and
high speed hardware and may not be passing the appropriate coefcients that
practical. This prob!em is solved by define a desired filter. The coefficients are
performing a data analysis and realizing that stored in a high speed memory. Using this
the two operations are data independent and approach any desired filter can be configured
can therefore be performed by two modules by accessing the appropriate filter coefficients
in a pipelined fashion, thus giving each from memory. Thus in this architecture the
module t secs to perform its operations. This structure for one filter is time shared amongst
method of pipelining the two operations the 800 filters giving an approximately 800:1
allows the data to come in continuously and savings in hardware and power consumption
facilitates the separation of channels in real over directly implementing the polyphase
time. It also avoids buffering and structure.
accommodates other necessary operations
such as multiplication by a constant factor for The architecture of the shared
phase shifting operations. The two operations polyphase filter bank for the case of 800 (9
are implemented as two modules, namely, the tap) filters is shown in Figure 2. In this
polyphase filter module and the FFT module. structure each high speed RAM corresponds
The two modules are explained in the to one of the registers in the 9 tap filter. In
following sections. essence the RAMs used in the current

structure act as multiple registers connected to
A bank of polyphase filters is required multipliers: An address generator generates

for performing the weighting operation. Each the read and write addresses by counting
filter in the polyphase network is derived from 1 to 800. For 800 polyphase filters the
from the prototype lowpass filter [8-9]. In counter will count till 800. The read and
this case the prototype filter has 7200 taps write addresses are the same through one
and there are 800 channels to be cycle of reading and writing.
demultiplexed, the 800 polyphase filters
would have 9 taps each. The polyphase Outputs of the filter bank are
filters are implemented as FIR filters [8-9]. passed through a DFT to compensate for the

phase shifts due to the polyphase filters. It
The individual 9 tap FIR filters can be can be seen that 800 samples will be available

implemented in a variety of ways. For for DFT computation every 22.22 micro secs.
filtering the proposed 800 channels, each 9 The FFT algorithm is used for fast
tap filter will have 22.22 micro secs to computation of the DFT. For efficient FFT
compute its result. This can be achieved with implementation, an N point FFT (closest
today's technology, but implementing 800 power of 2 above X) is computed instead of
filters and assuming that each filter has only an X point FFT. Normally zeroes are added
one multipier, the total power requirements ts to get N points. For
will be very high. example, demultiplexing 800 channels with a

45 KHz bandwidth each would require a 1024
It can be visualized that filtering point FFT to be completed in 22.22 issecs

operation consists of repeated multiplication (1/45 KHz). As there are no DSPs that canSand addition operations. The filtering perform the FFT at the high speeds required
operation also require very little with reasonable power consumption,
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dedicated hardware must be designed to A methodology for designing special
perform the FFT operation efficiently. purpose hardware for real time applications
Moreover FFT algorithm consists of regular have been presented. The developed
structure with repetitive multiplication and methodology has been applied to two -
addition operations and requires very little different applications. First application is the
pro~ramning capabilities, therefore a DOA estimation using the MUSIC algorithm.
dedicated architecture consisting arithmetic The MUSIC algorithm has been modified I
units specially designed for butterfly with efficient computational modules. The
operations, memories to store intermediate algorithm has been parallelized. Four
data would be more appropriate, modules are implemented using pipeline and

arallel processing schemes. The architecture I
One method for implementing the is developed assuming eight sensors and is

FFT processor is the pipelined FFT (II I]. capable of computing DOA in real time. The
In this architecture there will be log2N stages architecture utilizes identical processing I
in the pipeline. Each stage in the pipeline elements.
will consist of a Arithmetic Element(AE), a
memory that will store the twiddle factors, a The second application discussed was
RAM for storing its output and an address the development of efficient architecture for
generator. Since the EFT algorithm requires demultiplexing a varying number of
multiplication of data with different twiddle uniformly spaced channels is given. The
factors at different stages, this would design is divided into two parts, the I
necessitates simultaneous reading and writing polyphase filter bank implementation and the
of two intermediate results. Therefor it would FFT implementation. The polyphase filter
be appropriate to use two memories which bank is implemented by means of a parallel, m
would facilitate simultaneous reading and pipelined and multiplexed shared filter
writing. The RAM that stores the output of module. In this shared filter bank module the
each stage is divided into two sections. hardware structure for one filter is shared
Section 1 ranges from 0 to 1K and section 2 amongst the 800 different polyphase filters m
varies from 1 to 2K. The memory is clearly giving rise to an 800 to 1 savings over
partitioned into two parts to enable directly implementing the N polyphase filters.
simultaneous reading out of and writing into For FFT computation, a parallel and
different sections of the same memory. The pipelined implementation is used.nth RAM stores the result of the (n-1)th
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IAbsvee - The wabghoomhe. Diove.mot-Anval m"OA of DoA. The algowdime will be executed in a pipeline
seedadaas b apernotus sianym seasory sytoe Ike radars, fdashon First of eli the covarince matix will beI means sed seble es pleroesh. With tdo advamnes i. the erm coqpumd five the collected data followed by
of VSI k k M'" Pse""l se "eSog a specdu Pepse Po ýegenoleleagetivector computations. The eagenvalues and
hardware for DOA estmaiona witle wil be suitable for reek- - ,1VCM will be computed using Householder method
dose moar appilcdesde. One of the methods for DOA followed by QR method. Dimnension of the span of the
adsethia for baod-band sources proposed by Iiackley amd signal-subspeca spotial-spectrw will be evaluated.
Gdflths (43 has bees selected for hiardware baphoeeato Finally, a power method will be used to compute DOA.Tbhi BASS-ALE algerithmn bas been Aslmpled, paraielleed
and is mapped on an arclitectue suitable far redl dme .ACN TULFOSWUA"IrK

prcsigI. amTOOUCrioN First of all the datat need to be collected by the sensors to

comput the covariance matrix. The data output from eight
With the advancement of very large scale integration. seso isconverted so the digital domain and fed to a pureImore circuitry can be comtpacted on a single intgrte propagaton delay arrmy in a parallel and pipalined fashion.

circuit and now more and more Applicaton Specific The delay army is imp'smannted using RAM for each sensor
Integrated Circuits (ASIC) arm being developed. One aoe Ouput-Iwhere ASIC approach can be applied is the Direction of
Arrival (DOA) esumaztion for sonar applications. Special A- T7h. COvirWSCV Matri HW'dW*= Unitrnpurpose hardware can be designed for complex algorithms
exploiting parallel processing approaches in the form of The data gathered in the delay arry is collected once
ASIC3 for real time0 applications. every eight cycles. In other words, the data is collected

The problem of multiple souirce location is of interest to every time the ainy is filled with new vectors. TheIus and has been investigated in the literature. Many of the gathered daun is suacked to construc a 64-element data,
common methods of source location ame based on narw vecto Meulred fo1r the computaio Of the covarianCe
band assumptions on the signals. There wema-y brod mmx. Computation Of the coveiance metrix involves aIbond IDOA etMuntion algorithms available in the multiplicaio Of 64 element veCtor with Its 64 element
Iiterstrre(l..61. Some of them are extensions Of nortow- complex conugate transpose (64 element row) producing a
band case and others are transformed to specific broad- 64x6 matrix for each set of data. Since the covariance
band algorithms. One of the broad-band methods proposed matix is symetibc, one way to teduce the requiredIby Buckley and Griffiths (4] use a focuseed coveriance n1m0e of computations is to compute only the lower
metrix as a temporal/spetial focsesd obeervation for brad- ft~i8141 mebix.
band source reprsesntation BASS-ALE estiamtors employ An epproach of computing 64x64 covariance matrix isIthe eigenstructure of brood-buad data covariance metrix and presented and uses eight proceesing elements- The
broad-bend models. BASS-ALE algorditm has been computation of the covariance matrix requires that the 64-
selected for the design of special pups hardware It ha element data vector (a columnn) be multiplied with its
been simplified and peardllzeld (121. Eight seasora and counerpaM the 64-element conJugat transpose data
eight delays are assumed in this work for the coptton vecto. The multiplication process cawtes a Hermjaan

matinx. On account of creating a lower triangular marinx.
36 sub vector inaltiplications are required. Each of theseIThis research is partly supported by ONR grant number sib vector multiplication produces an SiS sub matrix. To

N00014-91-1-1Oi1. simplify the computation of the coveriance matrix. all the
sub vectors will be computed in ffill including those that

3 Accepted for presentation at Oceans '93
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ar on the diagonal. As a remit, more data is genefut the value of mro and then is used to broadcast the output of
than is desired, especially the ones above the diagonal. one of the registers. one at a tUnm, to all of the eight

The addition of those extra elements to the mn-x processing elements. Each PE then multiplies that register
establishes a uniform algonthm where all the sub vectors output data with the value already stored in its intmeal
can be multiplied um exactly the sue manner without register (an element of vector J). The multiplication result
exceptions. In other words, one archicectuw can be used to is added to prmvioualy computed values that an stored in
compute the 8x8 sub maices one at a tusm. The hardware memm'y at an address pointed to by counters I. I And K. l
umit computes one of the sub matrices at a time, he Counter K loops through its range (0--7) to conatauct an
broadcast data is stored in the registers and the second US sub matrix. Counters I and J loop through their range
operand vector is stored in the PEs. Three counters ar (7--0) to comput the 36 sub marices. At the end of threeI
needed: loops (I, 3. K), the assignment of the two levels of DPRs

Counter I : Indexes the columns (A column refers to the are switched and the operations performed by the PEa am
different sub vectors) repeated for the newly available dat Me process is

Counter I : Indexes the rows (A row refers to the repeated 600 times to build the required matrix. The I
different sub vectm) covanance matrix is formed by collecting me matrix and

Counter K : Indexes the rows within a sub matrix dividing its elements by 600.
multiplication process.

Fig. 1. shows the needed architecture to perform the B. HousehoLder Hardware Unit
operations explained above. Data output from eight
sensors are fed and written into eight dual-port RAMs The Householder algorithm is chosen to convert the
(DPR). At any one time, one level of DPRs will be in dense covariance matrix, already computed by the previous
write mode storing newly read data from the sensors' unit, to a tridiagonal matrix so as to speed up the
output while the second level of DPRs will be in read mode computations of the eigenvaluesleigeovectors problem. An
where previously stored information is now being used to SIMD architecture is proposed where eight specially
compute one vector product with its conjugate tspoe. designed processing elements are used.
Addresses needed by the DPRs am provided by counter 1, Previous work on the Householder algorithm (111 led to
counter I and a 3-bit counter which is controlled by a 9-bit the following simple scheme: I
counter. Two multiplexors controlled by S (or S), diret e Compute the scalar value [

the needed address to the DPRs. If the DPRs ar in write e Compute the one dimensional
mode, the 3-bit address is selected, otherwise, address I vector w
and address I are selected. In read mode, the data * Compute the scalar c I
addressed by counter I is supplied from each DPR to the * Compute the one dimensional
respective register, while simultaneously the data addressed vector d
by counter I is supplied from each of the same DPRs to the e Compute the one dimensional I
respective processing element. Counter K in initialized to vector V

* Modify the covariance matrix
frqec vdr lpJusing the above compuatonsU

The architecture is not dependent---To won the dimension (order) of the
con matrix. Fig. 2. shows the proposed

SIM)D structnre for the Householder i
hardware umit. There are eight

0' hWAI on esi elements connectedi

t uhroug an alignment network to
9F eight blocks of memory (NO.

,Xa " a" a " a Moreover, the P~s have the
s ,, ,- K capability of intercommunications

with one another. The type of
communication used in this design

AOO-AOZis a simple link connecting one PEA and its neighboring PE. There is

Pig. I. The Covariance matrix architecture, one central control unit (CU) with a
CU memory core. The alignment



ICu nermoy Each block of memory is sectioned
CU (Control to ailocaa 4= for the covartance

matI a dump area, reserved Vo,
___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ __ part ofthe wvector, pan of thed

vector and pant of the' vvector. Each

*t Ele___ _ mentO0(roj) through eeeant I

P60 pal P62 P6F7 in memory blcsMo thrOugh M7.
Broadast ade -a -- 1 lemet thrj wough element 1S

1Ia" i (rlS1 ) am ored in tie Succeeding
memory cells of the memory blocks

Bus Mo through M7. The rvast Of tie
elements of the column are stored in

th h eor blocks wn the same

Oletrubuted mod*

3 control bit* eoy 1U4 C. QR Hardware Unit
3ecoderThe QR hardware unit is needed to

Mo M2 3 M4transform the tindiagonal matrix
1/0 frmM obtained from the Householder unit

___________________________________ into a diagonal matrix. Since; this is an
iterative method, the resulting matrix

* 4 is only an estimae of the eigenvalues.

Fig. 2. Ho~seholder unit architecture. Thog reuato sults and a study
of th margn oerror it is determined3 that eleven iterations would givenetwork provides the following unique relationship reassonable results. Normally, the QR method would take

between the PEs and the memory blocks: 0(m)) operations, but for a matinx that is already in the

e PEý-Mktridiagonal form it would require 0(m) operatons. If the
e PEj 4- Mk~ number of iterations a is more than one, then the number of
* PE1 4. an Mk+ operations becomes of the order of 0(mxn-), where mn is the

eM0  .SI PESorder of the matrix and a is the number of iteations. The1 Noe tat ny rocea~ig eemet (P.) an e ~algorithm is based on Given's rotations to compute theeNgovtue andt the sigenvecror anden i, causnae byth
to any memory block (Ma.). Subsequently, the linkage of foavllow ang, h ievcosad silsrtdb hIPE 141 is imposed upon Mk+1 ; hec, the system can have floig
eight different configuration seazps. Another possible TI : T (T tridiagonal unatnix from Householder)
configuration is the broadcast mocde where the memory U1 ;-J ersn oagnetr arx
block M. can be connected to all the processing elements to Fo iinetr :- troix)D
allow sharing of the same information. One constrol-bit is Begin-t ~1used toput the system in the broadcast modseor innormal- H

1m,-,plexor (MUX) parPEto conect toeither buso or Ti+i - RiQi
busi. When the system is in normal-operation mode, a 3-H
to-8decoder channels the flow of dam onthe buses to the Ui+I W Q.i U1
PEs using transmission gates (TG). These T~s are and (end For loop)
numbered I to 9for eachPE. Note that TGIof each PE E -T 1+COWMMCU PEto bust, T0 2 COnnectPEtouMi. 1, and so X -Un+1 (I)Ioon. This scheme conforms with the requirement that if PE1
is connected to M,1, then it follows that PlS1,, should be After n iterations, the tridiagonal maetna T undergoes a

connected to M,1~. Swseis of trnsomationS and it approximates a diagonal
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mix Z whose diagonal elements approach the real will generate addresses that would requir each PE to be I
agdnvalum of dte system. The rows of the mnix X also connected to a different memory block. In other words. the
approsec the eigeevectors. program is responsible to guarantee a acm-blockng

siuaton. On way to remedy the data coiflict problem is I
Parallel OR aigoruhm to write two programs with guaratteed non-conflict cycles.

This can be easly accomplisbed by introducing a delay
Originally, the QR algorithm is a sequential algorithm, where som procesmor wiU be lagging the others by

Robertson and Phillips (91 as wel as many others exactly one cycle A No-Operation (NOP) inswt n will
investgatad the pomibility of modifying the procedure to do the trick.
make it suitable for a parallel environmat. T1h approach
described by Robertson and Phillips (9] is adopted in ts D. Dimension of the span of th signaW-subpac spatul-
work. spectrum

Let a(j,i) and b(j,i) be the entries of the diagonal and the
subdiagonal of the matrix T, respectively, where j is the In the previous archiWtectural units, tasks are to collect the
row/colum number and i is the iteration number. data constituted of the sample signal i white noise
Moreover, careflly observing the operations involved in surroundings, to produce the covanance matrix, and to
the sequential algorithm, it becomes apparent that. in the perform an eigenvalue/eigeuvector analysis. The
same iteration level, each computation of an a(j +l,i) or eigenvalues Xi are sorted in a monotonically decreasing
b(j + li) entry depends on its preceding entries. However, order. It is however desired to detect the dimension of the
the computation of any entry a(j,i+ 1)or b(j,i+ 1) depends space that spans the signal space and the dimension that
also on the results obtained from the calculations of the spans the noise space. The Akaike information critenoa 1
entries a(j,i) and a(j-l,i) or b(j,i) and b(j-l,i). estimate (AICE) is an approach used to determine the

In this instance, each column comprises of computations number of signal-subspace parameters d needed in such an
of all the elements a(j,i) or (b(j,i) (For j: - I to 64) in the estimation problem. It is required to choose the number dsame iteration level. Since an element of the I
succeeding iteration level (j,i+l) depends

on the previous two elements from the 5
previous level, (j,i) and (j-l,i), the
computations of the entries (j,i + 1) for (For I fteronnaceon Network

j:- 1 to 64) can statn at a two steps delay. PEoPE.PEtPEP P:@PE2PEPE4PEIPE
In this configuration, mch PE is assigned
the computations of all the entries that fall in PE -- I
the same iteration level. The total number I/
of steps a PE is active depends on the order
of the matrix, hence, in the above example, 9-f I4i
64 is the number of active stps. Bearing in fLrom
mind that the number of iterations is eleven, b n bem

the number of PE u needed is dependent on 1the number of iterations. The cotal number
of steps required for the completion of the
algorithm in the same examle of the marix

of order64 isalso 84. Itewasverified from

thsime, latiny that 11 iteatin s wil boetelyT IT IT TT

needed, therefore in our architecture IfI PEs MO M
toi o M .tI M6 M, Ms

are suggested. MaM 0  ~ M s,~M MSIM P M M OA Mo M f M, Ma
It can be shown that six memory blocks M 1 MM4 MM

will suffice to complete the architecture. 2KMM2t

Fig. 3. shows an architecture using an M MMUMI MUX2
interconnection network as the exchange
data environment.

It should also be stressed that at any one iii
time. any six PEs can be completely
connected, however, the procedure followed

Fig. 3. QR unit architecture.3



which minmime the incoo AICE•d) deulaed by [4) s is
dscri : m Of the Likelihood o"lati. ... o (5)

2log Iof the observaton obtained and ,o - (i-t)%, T9 - (ac)sin eCE(d) - -2 by changing •e d free parsaeters

L-in thed p• r d model -J is the aximuth angie mees d Mladve to army broad sWd
+2d A is the suor scing

The~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A Ecniinwapidt h AS AL is propagation vact
The m E condition s applied to the BASS-ALE E is the propagation delay from the army origin to the ith3/algorithm yields the forlowi Eqao, s r the sown, location 0.

AICE(d) (Jri, + 1).N.(ML - d).LN ( + d(2ML - d) then ae(s) bec1o1m

* (2a) W - 1 Il,e-jTd1 . jew(L-L)Td]T*

Iwhere .joxLwbML 1.- "'o"~le,.. •••, (6)
so' d (2b) v

go(4+1 The sensor spacing is 1/2 the propagation wavelength A~
I i,,I

J1, •2 such that 0 f. J, < 5 <J'-I and )and the sampling interval is one (Td - 1). Ile above
J - KL M-dimeasional snapshot vectors and K equals approach is known as a basis vector-biasd estimator where

th. number of contiguous blocks of vectors. boa-bed sourc represetaion spau basis vectors are
As is, the above equation might create some difficulties projected and combined.

in the computations due to summation and multiplication in The i cosi of eight specialized processors
a. and go. A now scheme is proposed (12] that takes conncted in an SIMD strcture with linear and bi-
advantage of the recursive nature of this equation. A count dirctional links between one processor and its neighboring
down loop sructum will start the summation proce so processors. Each of the processors has a bi-dixectional data
that at every iteration, only one eigmnvalue X. will be added bus wih a RAM unit that stores the variables needed in the
to previously summed eigenvaul. This technique computations of the power method Fig. 4. shows the
efimiinate repeating the same computations again and again power method architetr.
thus saving on computation time and makes it efficient for
real-time processing. F. Gewalkd Processing El••en (GPE) SuUable for

E. Tht Power Metod DOA Problem

In previous sections, several SND structures were
After computing the geinvalues and eIgenvector, the proposed with simple inter processor commnications.

signal-subshpce order estimstion ss described in (41 is Ever procesor should have the capability to communicateI accomplished in the SSD module. Using the signal with its neighborin processors; the cne on the right and
supam dimension, the noimsegenvectors can be used to the one on the lefL A generalized processing element
compute the following function, (GPE) has been designed and its block diagram is shown in

Fig. S.

I ~o) - j - ,] (3) 1ounted

wher to are the eigenvecton. a (aj) is theU location vector modeled as
a( I) ' (l.0eiflTd, ... , O-1(L1)dIT @a

where IT(0 4 E m PL 1 ift a
I 4AM71 C C [ho po a? RA3mr

Fig. 4. The power method architecture.
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SUMMARY'

The estimation of the direction of arrival (DOA) in sensor systems has been one of the
frequently considered problems in digital signal processing. The algorithms used to compute
the DOA are based on the processing of the received signal and extracting the desired
parameters to estimate the direction of arrival. The Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) [1]
is a high resolution algorithm and has been widely used for computation of the DOA parameters
The approaches to this problem have been separated into the narrowband case which assumes
that the signals can be considered to have only one frequency component and the broadband or
wideband case in which the signal is considered to consist of a band of frequency components.

I The goal of this work was to design an architecture which will be suitable for the
narrowband and the wideband cases. It has been discovered that the narrowband MUSIC
algorithm and the wideband algorithms BASS-,ALE [2] and bilinear transformation [3] require
similar computational modules such as the computation of the covariance matrix, eigenvalues and
eigenvector computation using the Householder transformation and QR method and power
method [4-5]. Since the required modules are identical, they can be generalized into one
algorithm and generalized hardware can be developed. The generalized hardware will be suitable
for both applications.

In the DOA applications, the data has to be collected by the sensors to compute the
covariance matrix. In this study eight sensors and eight delay elements have been assumed and the
hardware is designed accordingly. Eight sensors in the narrowband case will result in a 8*8
covariance matrix. Therefore all computations for DOA estimation will require manipulation of
8*8 matrices. It would be easier to map the algorithm on an archtitecture which has eight
processing elements (PEs).

The first step in the estimation of DOA is the computation of the covariance matrix
from the incoming signals. From the VLSI implementation point of view it is very appealing
to design a combined covariance matrix processor which will be programmable and can be
used for both narrowband and broadband algorithms. Such a combined processor has the
advantage of being very cost effective and opens avenues to design a configurable system.

3 This research is partly supported by ONR grant number N00O14-91-J- 1011
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In this work three such algorithms which are very appropriate for the development of a
dedicated system are considered and a combined covariance matrix processor is developed for
them. The algorithms are the narrowband MUSIC algorithm [1] and the broadband BASS-ALE
[2] and bilinear transformation algorithm[3]. The processor is designed to be compatible with
an eight sensors and eight processor system which are placed on a processing board with each
processor having its dedicated memory as shown in Figure 1. In this work the design and
implementation of an ASIC chip for the processor is carried out. The processing board can be
completed by using commercially available components for the memories. 3

PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE

A block diagram of the combined covariance matrix processor [6] is shown in Figure 2.
The architecture basically consists of the input loading stage, the arithmetic unit and the
control units.The input loading stage consists of eight input latches for the Y vector and one
for the X scalar and a load control unit which latches on the data at the appropriate clock
pulse. The unit has two three bit counters and two 3 to 8 decoders. The latch counter is used to
count the clock pulses and the decoder selects the appropriate latch according to the clock. I
One counter is used to latch the input data and is driven by the load clock. As shown in the
flowcharts the load clock is received when the loading operation takes place. Once the data for
one particular cycle is latched in, the load clock is disabled and the input clock which
synchronizes the arithmetic operations is enabled. The input clock is used to drive the enable
counter and the enable decoder which enables the appropriate buffer. The data from the latch
is then placed on the internal data bus which is connected to the multipliers. As all the latches
are connected to the same internal bus, a tristate buffer is used after the latch to prevent data
corruption. The arithmetic unit has four multipliers, an adder, a subtractor and two
accumulators. The control unit has three separate control modules for the three algorithms.

VLSI IMPLEMENTATION

The VLSI implementation of the processor described above involves a detailed design
of the individual modules and transistor level optimization to provide a chip which can 3
perform the required operations in the specified time frame. During the VLSI design various
considerations such as the selection of multiplier and adder architectures and number
representation were taken into account, and the chip design was carried out accordingly.

The VLSI simulation and implementation was carried out using two different software
tools. First the behavioral simulation of the architecture was done on Powerview, the CAD m
package from Viewlogic Inc [7]. To perform a behavioral simulation of the proposed
architecture, VHDL code was written for all the basic modules The processor was then
constructed and it was sucessfully simulated. Secondly Mentor Graphics Generator I
Development Tools 5.3 [8] were used to perform the transistor and logic level simulation on
the chip and conduct a timing analysis. The layout of the chip was generated and verified using
the AutoCells feature in GDT.

A Led schematic of the combined covariance processor is shown in Figure 3. The
results of the simulations are shown in the Figure 4. The inputs to the multipliers are mltina,

I
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mltinb, mltinc and mitind. Two of these are the imaginary and real parts of the X input while
j the other two are the elements of the Y vector. The outputs of the complex multiplication are

add and sub, while accl and acc2 give the values after accumulation. The input to the two
accumulators from the memory are given by memtl and mem2. The processor was simulated
over two cycles and the multiplication and accumulation operations were verified.

The netlist was generated and an Lsim simulation was run on the netlist. The netlist for
the processor was generated from the Led schematic. Then AutoC(ells was used to generate the
layout of the processor. The layout was verified by simulating the netlist for the whole
processor. The terminals were placed so that the routing to the pins can be done very easily.
The data input terminals and the input control signals are placed at the top. The data bits (
memory and processor out ) are placed at the sides and the address bits are placed at the
bottom. The total chip area is approximately 2200 x 5800 jm 2 . The chip will fit in a 120 pin
frame available through MOSIS. The layout of the processor is shown in Figure 5. The data
pins are connected to the memory as shown in Figure 6. The address bits are supplied from the
processor and a global reset pin is supplied so that the memory chip ,an be reset after one
cycle of computations.
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Abstract:

A generalized covariance matrix computation processor has been designed. The processor is suitable

for DOA estimation using MUSIC algorithm for narrowband signal and BASS-ALE & bilinear

3 transformation algorithms for wideband signals. The processor has been. implemented using 0.8

micron CMOS technology and is suitable for real time processing.

3 Key Words: Sensor array processing, DOA estimation, Covariance matrix processor

I. INTRODUCTION

The estimation of the direction of arrival (DOA) in sensor systems has been one of the

I frequently considered problems in digital signal processing. The algorithms used to compute

the DOA are based on the processing of the received signal and extracting the desired

parameters to estimate the direction of arrival. The Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) [1]

is a high resolution algorithm and has been widely used for computation of DOA estimation. The

approaches to this problem have been separated into the narrowband case which assumes that

the signals can be considered to have only one frequency component and the broadband or

wideband case in which the signal is considered to consist of a band of frequency components

[2-12].

The goal of this work was to design an architecture which is suitable both for narrowband

and wideband cases. It has been determined that the narrowband MUSIC algorithm and the

wideband algorithms BASS-ALE and bilinear transformation require similar computational

This research is partly supported by ONR grant number N00014-91-J-1011
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modules such as the computation of the covariance matrix, eigenvalues and eigenvector

computation using the Householder transformation and QR method and power method [13-15]

Since the required modules are identical, they can be generalized into one algorithm and 5
generalized hardware can be developed. The generalized hardware will be suitable for both

applications. 3

In the DOA applications, the data has to be collected by the sensors to compute the I
covariance matrix. In this study eight sensors and eight delay elements have been assumed and 3
hardware is designed accordingly. Eight sensors in the narrowband case will result in a 8*8

covariance matrix. Therefore all computations for DOA estimation will require manipulation of 3
8*8 matrices. If eight Processing Elements (PEs) are used in the architecture it would be easier to

map the algorithm on these eight PEs. I

The first step in the estimation of DOA is the computation of the covariance matrix

from the incoming signals. This is a preprocessing step which generates a correlation function 3
from the data that is collected at the sensors. From the VLSI implementation point of view it is

very appealing to design a combined covariance matrix processor which will be programmable I
and can be used for both narrowband and broadband algorithms. Such a combined processor 3
has the advantage of being very cost effective and opens avenues to design a configurable

system. 3
The design of a combined covariance processor is possible because the basic 3

computations required in this stage are complex multiplications, accumulations and averaging,

which are common to all three methods considered in this work. The main difference is in the 3
control of the algorithms as they have different matrix sizes, number of matrices and the

number of data samples. The processor is designed to be compatible with an eight sensors and I
eight processor system which are placed on a processing board with each processor having its 3

23



dedicated memory as shown in Figure 1. In this work [14-15] the design and implementation

of an ASIC chip [161 for the processor is carried out. The processing board can be completed

by using eight ASICs and commercially available memory ICs. The procedure involved in

generating the covariance matrices is explained for the three algorithms in the following

section.

.II THE COVARIANCE MATRICES

The sampled data obtained from the sensors is used to obtain the data covariance matrix.

Since the covariance matrix is Hermetian, the computation of lower triangular matrix of

covariance matrix is sufficient to get complete information of the full matrix. A generalized

algorithm for the computation of covariance matrices for three algorithms have been designed and

is suitable for mapping it on an eitght processor system. The C-like parallel algorithm for the

computation of covariance matrix is given in Figure 2. The algorithm has three sections one for

each of the three approaches and one common function which is called by every section. Three

sections provide basic control sequence for the computation of the common function. Arithmetic

computations are performed in the function and are common to all three approaches. This

combined algortihm has been mapped on an architecture as shown in Figure 1. The architecture of

the processing element is shown in Figure 3. Following sections describes execution sequence

of three DOA approaches.

A. The Narrowband MUSIC algorithm

In the case of the narrowband MUSIC algorithm the covariance matrix generation is the

the computation of 8 X 8 lower triangular matrix. For each computation of the DOA a total

of 4096 such vector samples (frames) are collected. The covariance matrix is computed for

each vector and the final matrix is obtained after taking the the average of 4096 computations.

I 3
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First of all the whole system is reset using a global reset signal which clears all 3
memory arrays and latches and initializes them to zero. The MUSIC algorithm is selected if

the mode control is set to 00. The next step is to enable the frame counter (k) which counts m

the number of frames. A function is called to compute the matrix which is achieved by first

loading the vector and performing computation in parallel. m

To form one matrix a vector of 8 elements is needed from the sensors which are m

sampled simultaneously. Each processor will compute one column of the matrix by

multiplying the 8 element signal vector by a scalar which is the element in the vector m

corresponding to that particular processor. For example the sixth processor in the array will 3
multiply the vector by its sixth element. All eight processors will compute their respective

columns in parallel. The computation of each matrix requires loading of the vectors and 3
parallel computation. For each new frame the PE needs to load the incoming sampled data.

The complete vector is broadcast to all the processors. The scalar element corresponding to I
each processor is individually routed to it. The control of the loading operation is handled by

an external load counter (1l) which synchronizes the loading of the data in all the processors.

The loading operation is done over eight cycles during which one element is loaded for every 3
cycle. In the first cycle the first element is loaded into the Y(1) latch of all processors and the

X latch of the first processor. The latches in the processors are enabled by a decoder which is m

addressed by the 3 bit load counter. Once the loading is complete the arithmetic operations are

started.

The next operation is of parallel computations which is controlled by the element m

counter. To complete the arithmetic operation and to generate the covariance matrix for 3
complex numbers, it is necessary to perform four multiplications, an addition and a subtraction

for each element. Apart from this there is an accumulation operation which is used to average I
all values over 4096 frames. Once the element counter is started, the appropriate data latch is

enabled sending the output to the multiplier stage. The real and the imaginary parts of the m

4 1



3 output are generated in parallel by performing four real number multiplications. This is done

by the four eight bit multipliers in the arithmetic unit. A memory read operation is performed

3 in parallel which will read the previously computed result and is added to the newly computed

element. Once the accumulation is complete the address latch is enabled again and the result is

written back to the memory. Then the frame counter is incremented and the operations are

5 performed 4096 times. As explained above, overall 4096 such frames are accumulated. The

sensor output is quantized into 8 bit real and imaginary parts and hence the word size becomes

3 16 bits after the multiplier stage. After the final accumulation the data becomes 28 (16+ 12)

bits. This increases the chip area, data bus width and the memory requirements. To alleviate

I this problem the result is pre-shifted before accumulation by 6 bits.

I B. Broadband BASS-ALE Algorithm

The BASS-ALE method is a broadband algorithm which uses the eigenstructure of a

temporal covariance matrix and broadband source models to estimate the DOA. Similar to the

I MUSIC algorithm, the input vectors to the covariance stage are samples in the time domain.

However for the BASS-ALE method operating with a system of eight sensors the input vector

is a time delayed set of 64 samples. Eight samples are obtained from each sensor taken after a

3 specific time delay. They are then stored in a delay array before the covariance processor

stage, which gives a 64 element vector. The multiplication of a 64 element with its Hermetian

I yields a 64x64 matrix. A parallel and pipelined architecture for this procedure will consist of

an array of 64 processors with each one computing one column of the resultant matrix. A new

scheme has been proposed which allows the computation of the covariance matrix using an

3 array of eight processors. An eight processor architecture is adopted as it is similar to the one

proposed for the narrowband MUSIC and bilinear transformation algorithms.I
The BASS-ALE algorithm can be selected by setting the mode signal to 01. The

3arithmetic operations are similar to the ones explained above. The major difference lies in the
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controlling of the number of loops and the loading of the input latches. The control unit

performs three nested loops for the BASS-ALE algorithm. The 64X64 matrix is split into 8

sub matrices each of which is 64 X 8 in dimension with the ith processor computing the ith

submatrix. For example the 4th processor will compute the 4th submatrix which consists of the

columns 25-32 in the covariance matrix. To simplify the control unit these submatrices are

split up into eight 8 X 8 micromatrices. For each new column of the micromatrix the data has

to be loaded into the PE. As before this is handled by an external load counter. The (8k+i) th

component of the vector is loaded to all the Y latches and the (8i +j)th scalar for that particular

submatrix is loaded in the X latch. The arithmetic operations are the same as before with four

multiplications, an addition and a subtraction. Simultaneously, the word is read in from the

memory using kji of the counters as the address. The accumulating operation is then carried

out and the result written back to the memory. Once the 8 elements of the column are

calculated the processor computes the rest of the micromatrix and then each segment to finish

one iteration of computations. The matrix is then accumulated over 512 loops and finally

averaged, the global reset signal is enabled and the matrix is passed on for the computation of

eigenvectors. The calculation of the covariance matrix for the BASS-ALE algorithms involves

64 times the number of computational operations when compared to the previous case. Hence

to complete one full iteration the processor takes more time and to match the processor speed

with the sensor speed a delay buffer before the processor stage is suggested.

C. The Broadband Bilinear Transformation Algorithm

This algorithm estimates the DOA of broadband sensor signals by using a simple

bilinear transformation matrix. In the algorithm an approximation resulting from a dense and

equally spaced array structure is used to combine the individual narrowband frequency

matrices for coherent processing. This algorithm is non-iterative and does not require any

initial estimates of the angles of arrival. Unlike the previous algorithms the input to the

covariance matrix stage in this case is a result of an FFT operation. The input vector consists
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3 of 8 elements in each frequency bin. The system uses data which are spread over 33 spectral

bins so the covariance matrix processor needs to compute 33 covariance matrices. One

3 covariance matrix is generated at each frequency bin and then averaged over 64 frames. The

arithmetic operations are simlilar to previously described operations, but in this case as the

averaging is done over only 64 frames the initial preshift by 6 bits is enough, and the shifting

3 out after accumulation is not required.

MIl. PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE

A block diagram of the combined covariance matrix processor [16] is shown in Figure

1 3. The architecture basically consists of the input loading stage, the arithmetic unit and the

control units.The input loading stage consists of eight input latches for the Y vector and one

for the X scalar and a load control unit which latches the data at the appropriate clock pulse.

3 The load control unit has two three bit counters (latch and enable) and two 3 to 8 decoders.

The latch counter is used to count the clock pulses and the decoder selects the appropriate

_ latch according to the clock. The latch counter is used to latch the input data and is driven by

the load clock. Once the data for one particular cycle is latched in, the load clock is disabled

and the input clock which synchronizes the arithmetic operations is enabled. The input clock is

used to drive the enable counter and the enable decoder which enables the appropriate buffer.

The data from the latch is then placed on the internal data bus which is connected to the

multipliers. As all the latches are connected to the same internal bus, a tristate buffer is used

after the latch to prevent data corruption. The arithmetic unit has four multipliers, an adder, a

subtractor and two accumulators. The control unit has three separate control modules for three

algorithms.

IV. SIMULATION OF THE ARCHITECTURE

The behavioral simulation of the architecture was done on Powerview, the CAD

package from Viewlogic Inc [17]. To perform a behavioral simulation of the proposed
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architecture, VHDL code was written for all the basic modules The processor was then 3
constructed from them. The Viewdraw schematic of the complete processor is shown in Figure

4. The data from the input latches is fed into the arithmetic unit which computes the complex

number multiplication and gives the result to the accumulator. The other input of the

accumulator is from the RAM. The memory result of the previous accumulation is read in I
using the address supplied from the add,'ess bus. Once the complete cycle of operations are

performed the control unit generates the global reset signal which is used to place the output

of the accumulator on the processor out pins. The Viewsim results of the processor simulation f
are shown in Figure 5. I

V. VLSI IMPLEMENTATION

The VLSI implementation of the processor described above involves a detailed design

of the individual modules and transistor level optimization to provide a chip which can 3
perform the required operations in the specified time frame. During the VLSI design, various

considerations such as the selection of multiplier and adder architectures and number I
representation were taken into account, and the chip design was carried out accordingly.

The VLSI simulation and implementation was carried out using Mentor Graphics

Generator Development Tools 5.3 [18]. The GDT tools were used to perform the transistor I
and logic level simulation on the chip and conduct a timing analysis. The layout of the chip 3
was generated and verified using the AutoCells feature in GDT. Following sections describes

various stages of the processor.

A. The input loading stage. 3
The input stage consists of 9 sixteen bit latches and a load control unit. Eight of the

input latches are used to hold the Y vector and the ninth one is loaded with the X scalar. The

sixteen bit latch contains 8 bits for the real part and 8 bits for the imaginary part. The load 3
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control provides 2 control signals. One is the latch control signal which dictates which latch is

to be loaded at the particular time from the external broadcast bus. The other is the enable

control which provides the signal to place the latch contents onto the processor data bus.

3- B. The arithmetic unit.

The arithmetic unit has the basic function of performing a complex multiplication and

accumulation. It consists of four multiplier units, an adder, a subtractor and two accumulators.

The multiplier [19] designed for the chip is a signed binary multiplier with a 7 X 7 array of

full adders to compute the partial products. The final stage is a ripple adder which sums up the

partial products. The sign bit is computed by a XOR gate which is fed by the sign bits of the

two operands.

After the multiplying stage, there are four such products which are the result of the first

stage of a complex number multiplication operation. These are the inputs to the adder and the

subtractor. Ordinarily the subtraction of two of these operands will give the real part of the

result, but in the generation of a covariance matrix, a vector is multiplied by its Hermetian,

which is basically the transpose of its complex conjugates. Hence the operations are reversed

and an addition is performed to obtain the real part of the result. The imaginary part can

similarly be obtained by subtracting the two appropriate operands. The next stage is a 9 bit

adder/subtractor followed by the accumulator. The accumulator consists of a 16 bit adder and

a demultiplexing unit. One operand of the accumulator is the output from the previous

adder/subtractor stage. The other is the previously stored result in the memory to which the

newly computed value needs to be added. The output is connected to a demultiplexing stage

which places the data either on the memory bus, writing the result back to the memory or on

the processor out bus which signifies the completion of the processing of one frame of data.

The demultiplexor is controlled by the global reset signal.
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A major block which has been included in the schematic is the random access memory

which is used to store the intermediate results of the operations. The required memory has

been placed outside the chip so that a commercially available component can be used in I
conjunction with the processor ASIC to generate a reliable system. The memory is interfaced

to the processor by a multiplexor as shown in the schematic of the processor. The data in and

data out buses are connected to the multiplexor which is connected to the memory bus. The

multiplexor is controlled by the input clock. The input clock has a duty cycle of 50% and

hence can be used as a read/write signal. When the clock is high the processor reads from the 3
memory and when the clock goes low the processor writes the output back to the memory. The

size of the memory required for the operation is primarily dictated by the operations in the I
BASS-ALE algorithm which stores upto 29 elements during the computation of one covariance 3
matrix. These elements are 32 bits wide including the real and imaginary components and

hence require a RAM 16K bits in size. The RAM has a READ/WRITE signal, an enable and a 3
reset signal which initializes all arrays to zero. For simulation purposes M model code was

written for the RAM and the Lsim simulations were carried out in the multi-level mode. I

C. The control units

The function of the control units is to generate the correct address for the retrieval of

data from the memory during the accumulation stage. The control unit should also generate the

global reset pulse once the processor finishes its cycle of operations. As most of the required I
control operation is to count the number of loops that the system has executed, the control 5
unit consists mainly of counters.

The control unit for the narrowband MUSIC algorithm consists of two counters one of

which is a 3 bit counter which upcounts to 7. This three bit counter is used to generate the 3
address bits for the storage of the 8 different elements that are computed. The outputs of the 3

bit counter are fed to a 3 input AND gate which generates the clock pulse for the 12 bit frame 3
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counter. The frame counter counts the 4096 loops that need to be executed during the

accumulation process.

The control unit for the BASS-ALE algorithm has four counters, three of which are

used to generate the address bits. The first counts the number of elements in the column, the

second counts the column number in the micromatrix while the third keeps track of the

micromatrix number in the submatrix. The 9 bit counter controls the numbers of frames which

the processor needs to accumulate which in this case is 512.

The control unit for the bilinear transformation algorithm has a 3 bit element counter to

count the element number in the column. The next one a 6 bit up counter, is used to count the

33 frequencies. Once it reaches 32, the logic circuitry (which is a NOR gate with an inverted

MSB) resets it to zero and clocks the 6 bit frame counter. The frame counter counts the 64

frames that need to be accumulated.

All the modules were individually simulated. The individual modules were called

instances and were placed into the top level processor cell in Led. The netlist was generated

and an Lsim simulation was run on the netlist. The netlist for the processor was generated

from the Led schematic. Then AutoCells was used to generate the layout of the processor. The

layout was verified by simulating the netlist for the whole processor. The terminal were placed

so that the routing to the pins can be done very easily. The data input terminals and the input

control signals are placed at the top. The data bits ( memory and processor out ) are placed at

the sides and the address bits are placed at the bottom. The total chip area is approximately

2200 x 5800 jm 2. The chip will fit in a 120 pin frame available through MOSIS. The layout

of the processor is shown in Figure 6.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 3
A combined covriance matrix processor has been developed for three DOA algorithms,

namely the narrowband MUSIC algorithm, the broadband BASS-ALE method and the bilinear I
transformation method. The processor has been simulated at the VHDL level using Powerview 3
and then at the transistor level using GDT Lsim. The construction of the processor was done

using the Lxcells utillity in GDT. Finally the processor was laid out using GDT Autocells.
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/* generalized covarinace matrix processing algorithm */

main()4
initialize all arrays and counters;
switch (val)
cans 1:

enable narrowband control unit;
while (frame counterk < =4095) {
void computematrix-operations
+ + framecounter_ k;)

break;
case 2:

enable BASS-ALE control unit;
while(frame-countern < = 511)

while(micromatrixcounter k< =7) 4
while (columncounter_ j < - 7) (
void compute_matzix-operations
+ +column counterj;}

+ + micromatrix counter k;}
+ + frame_countern;

break;

case 3:
enable bilinear transformation control unit;

while(frame ncounterjk< =63) {
while(frequency counterj < = 32)
void compute_matrix-operations;
+ + frequency_.counter j;}

+ + frame counter k; f

break;

)I
void computematrix-operations;

while ( load counter i < -7)
par load i m component in Y latch*
par load scilar in X latch of the i processor;
+ + load counter i; ) I
while (element counter i < =7) 4
par complex multiplications;
par shift right 6 bits; 3
par accumulate;
+ + element counteri; }

I
Figure 2: Generalized covarinace matrix processing algorithm I
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